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< — ef MACHINE 
A i ee LL 

J ie mea mi, TOOLS 

\ I a | ) ‘ — 
| =a ee * ELECTRIC 
eS oe | ae TRAVELING 

7 ee at ' Complete equipments 

: an aed Retain Shans and 
ne Shipyards 

NILES-BEMENT-POND CO., 136-138 Liberty st., New York 
Chicago Office: Western Union Building 

John A, Roebling’s Sons Co, 

| MAKERS OF 

| 

WIRE ROPE rorevery rurrose 

Bare and Insulated Wire 
OF ALL KINDS 

Chicago Branch Main Office and Works 

171 Lake Street Trenton, N. J. 
Please mention the Wisconsin Engineer when you write. 

1—Eng.
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Creamery Package Mfg. Co. 
SUCCESSORS TO 

A. H. Barber Manufacturing Co., Chicago, Il. 

@ fl BUILDERS OF 

| | Refrigerating and Ice 
A ff ae —_ ° ° 

A) @\xse Making Machinery 

Py Cream Cooling Coils, Brine Tanks, 

— a Ice Cans, etc,. etc. 

CREAMERY PACKAGE MFG. CO. 
Refrigerating Machine Dept. 

1142 to 1158 West 16th Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO., 
OF NEW YORK. 

Drawing Materials and Surveying Instruments 
111 Madison St., Chicago. 

Sor + Instruments of precision for 
(\ So Engineering and Surveying. 

skene cP Paragon Drawing  Instru- 
us W\ AS ZN ments are the very best made. 

~ \ K. & E. Duplex and Patent 
li Adjustable Mannheim Slide 

d=). Rules. 
qpusisy our — . Rules are recom- 
Oe mended by all Engineers familiar with the use of Slide 

Rules, as the best and most accurate. 

= CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION. 

Repairing of Instruments Promptly Executed. 
Please mention the Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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ESTABLISHED 1845. 

W.GL. E. GURLEY, 
TROY, N. Y. 

Largest Manufacturers in America 
Of Civil Engineers’ and Surveyors’ Instruments g y 

ag’ 
- O—=—— (a ie 

< : fia al y 
S CT \ AZEORD 
o SAN Ps = z 
z fen: FT, We INS \ Sor R 
ae 3 (oO lin eA) ere 
3 i | : WW itneeede|e ni — oi 

CANE “=a rl IAI i yea AA 
a aN Wes 17 Hl <5. SS; | Aeesy . D> =a @ 

; Nae Es) Woe ine 
& SG Ia. LP : 52 
a CE \\ Sarah eM @o3 8 s Si \\ oi iia Ap agg 
5 EAN) | Be B2 
2 eee iN hi Wi oes 
a. ee i\ o¢ = 
a 3 P| x () \ ¢% zs 

gos if ~~ \We ge ml Wy | \") l) 3a 8 

s \j \ WL. ue oem 

2 2 | Sai) Wi eka es om 
= a 1) Sop amin | WI eae | a aAG& 

oe x | CE 1 —— > ih oes 

©) see) es el w 
2 = G) | pa RG Vea wi 86 ES e § = ——— q CS La Ale 0 8 5 
S ly rs es (/ (Eco Sy.) 3-6 
og Ou ee fad = il e =A Bos 
y <a | | (G(T o & 
Oo os iG (ogee il © Wy) nom 
3 °Y oa | 2 = g Sy 
& le n(itee |) 73 0 

ma TT a ° Us EAN ‘A mn : an PE: g ay a tee “Be 
eo Fh hie 5 S 
7 ee ee ee ¢ 

| a Noes aan ee : “> 
* j he SES innaiie sie ), is 

3 fee To 5 
5 As Ire | iN ng sy 3 a fil a 3 
= 8) ae o 
& fii; Wf, Tt iN \ AN a 

Lod) 
The engraving shows our No. 16 Engineers’ Transit, 5-inch needle, with limb read- 

ing to 1 minute, and with 6-inch vertical are and vernier moved by tangent screw and 
reading to 30 seconds, level on telescope, gradienter combined with clamp and tan- 
gent and tripod. Price as shown, $198.00. Our latest illustrated catalogue and price :list 
mailed on application. 

Please mention the Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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emg | ame a 7 ae eet 

FILL THE NEW YEAR WITH PROFITS BY USING OUR 

ASBESTOS AND 85% MAGNESIA PRODUCTS 
ALL MONEY SAVERS 

Take our ASBESTOS PACKINGS, for instance, they meet the severest conditions and prevent 
expensive delays for repacking. Their remarkable durability makes them the most economical 

Then our ASBESTOS & MAGNESIA PIPE & BOILER COVERINGS stop useless radiauon 
reduce coal bills and increase efficiency 

KEYSTONE HAIR INSULATOR is an ideal structural insulator, sound deadener and cold 
preserver Keeps buildings warm in winter,coolin summer Invaluable in cold storage plants, 
refrigerator cars, etc. Saves its cost every winter in coal bills. Fire, water and vermin proof 

As for our ASBESTOS ROOFINGS,—the U S. Government lias Just purchased 3,028,320 square 

feet and Uncle Sam who is a pretty good judgesays officially that it is “better than the others” | | 
Fire proof, entirely mineral and adapted to ail climates 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUES, PRICES AND FURTHER INFORMATION 

rer | een gage een mags | PTT ITTY 
er We TOUNG-W | Ten CQ) | eee pic |FELW. JOHNS MANVILLE, GO) rsa 

Ce ll yu SOF ‘hates a a Sy FP ptedees. 

217-231 CLYBOURNE ST., MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

“Gem Union” Instruments 
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS 

ib 4 teh a . A 

Ae fone eG 
oo oS \ Yi cme aa = oS Ea OR ad | 

i A bensaitbmorsccsmena <a | 
OF aoe ers a ay 

Wi Ot _ aaa a 

Largest stock of Drawing Materials and Surveying Instruments 
in the West. Catalogue sent on Application. 

EUGENE DIETZGEN CO. 
; 181 MONROE ST., CHICAGO. 2 

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO NEW ORLEANS 
Please mention The Wisconsin Engincer when you write.
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Hoffmann & Billings Mfg. Co. 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

Manufacturers—Cast Iron Fittings, Brass & Iron Valves, Cocks, ete. 

Jobbers—Wrought Iron Pipe, Pumps & Engineers’ Supplies. 

IF YoU WISH SATISFACTION 

MANUFACTURED BY , 

MILWAUKEE CEMENT Co. 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

The Blickensderfer Typewriter "yyy RITE TO | 
Two Models: No. 5, $35.00; No. 7, $50.00, | 

pent a. | et RAE. 
A aN eANGN | a | 
(ee ; { 
\ Bere. . t about anything electrical. ] 
NN tA SE Write for prices, estimates, 

0 Nee i { ) SSS SS catalogues, ov anything q 

SS gone want to Raw abe 
(Move No. 7) Dynamos 

| OUR GUARANTEE: Motors 
A Standard Machine that will do asmuchwork | . 

n ‘uneater and Detter manor than any tacking Switchboards 
on the market. , | $ Telephones 

A FEW FEATURES: | : 

The Blickensderfer for Manifolding and Mim- | Supplies, Etc. 
eographing has no equal. Has Interchangeable | } 
Type and Line Spacing. Visible Writing, Perfect Andrae prices are q 
and Permanent Alignment, is Simple, Durable — | : . } 
and Portable. t always right prices. { 

A WEEK'S TRIAL GRANTED. : 

For catalogue and full information address or $ Julius Andrae & Sons Co. } 
call at Office, t 51 W. WATER ST. ] 

BLICKENSDERFER MFG. CO. MILWAUKEE, WIS. 
112 Mason St., Milwaukee, Wis. | SAA AAR A I Ia A 

Please mention the Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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° bg . . . The Vilter Manufacturing Co., 966 Clinton St., Milwaukee, Wis. 
Improved Corliss Engines, any style. Refrigerating & Ice Making Machinery 

__ ao a Ni 
- ee eee cus i —— fA! ie 

acum wee, St ee ae We LM 
ee Camere a ikl oH eT 
Oa ie Be at wy A pcs aT 

| ae) lh ise ann ee y 7 th ie 
1 t We hac Ie | hee ES an ea ey) | ee re Velen 
& eral ee ay . de = aed fae 

FO) Aes pil baatag fey fo PR Se Tala 
eee j | : ep A ee 

, : 1a of ea (le j 2 Xt <a jh oo" 

ae eon 
t “7 : : 

“VILTER*’ Cross Compound Corliss Engine, with close regulating governor 
direct connected to electric generator. We guarantee within one per cent. regula- 
tion from full load to no load. 

| EOD EDO EDT ODD FD nd FD FIO AIO 

| STANDARD PORTABLE ) 
= DIRECT READING ———— 

l VOLTMETERS Le l 
AMMETERS CA ee) i 

sais eZ es VON 
Millivoltmeters (Ce We) 

CT Cin of voll 

Voltammeters \ a, ee Le Ay ( 
\Fe) Le 

Milliammeters ng (3). 6 i 

Ohmmeters ot = 6.) 
FIN \ A REM ) Portable Da © | } 

Galvanometers Sree i) 

} Ground Detectors a ( 
; $ WESTON Standard Portable Direct 

and Circuit Testers Reading Voltmeter. 
Our Portable Instruments are recognized as the Standard the world over, Our Voltmeters 

and Ammeters are unsurpassed in point of extreme accuracy and lowest consumption of energy. 

l WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., | 
NEW YORK OFFICE, 74 Cortlandt St. WAVERLY PARK, NEWARK, N. J., U. Ss A. 

} BERLIN—European Weston Electrical Instrument Co.. Ritterstrasse 88. ? 
LONDON-—Elliott Bros., 101 St. Martin’s Lane. ¢ 

B9EIIOPIIDERIBIRVQORDII INICIO IOI 

Please mention the Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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a 

Northern Generators in Industrial Work 
Afford constant cee NOFthern Appara- a . tus represents the 

economical, conven- qd highest advances in 
ient operation. We a Q electrical design 
have equipped num- | ag pi and construction. 

erous plants for Mee AS OY Bulletin No. 1230. 
stieedisaful dilly Ops aaa oy = aN | oe Northern Electrical 

pre tm ae. Vi 
eration. Profit by “lige a0 “Sey oe j Mfg. Co. 

‘, = A a be ae Wee | Engineers—Mfgrs. 
our experience. _ Wi rt MADISON, WIS., 

oll Ay a on UL S.A, 

_ SS eh i a 
————— ¥ ot an \ i 

4 ni j 125 
Ball Compound Engine . rr P ° 
Northern Generetors oie : \ seh so 

SE SE 

PRATT & WHITNEY CoO. 
a Works: Hartford, Conn. a 

=: —_—_—— eo 
5 im 3 

ee | =: SMALL TOOL DEPARTMENT I 
ie 3 Taps— ______ Our special process taps are made uniform, 4 
cE p = and have one-third longer life than any other ima 

ie made. im 
7 Eccentric ground reamers give a smooth glass a fa = Reamers == isfaterant wilt mot chatter, boause theeu, eM 

im 3 ting edge is supported. ms 
ee ° j]{¢——— The Renshaw ratchet is the lightest and a 

et Ratchet Drills —— strongest made; each part of drop-torge steel; | i 
4 feed automatic. Vv 

a e ‘ y Milling Cutters— Allein, kind and shapes; standard and spe- i 

*  Pynchac jog Spiral punches are easy on the plate,andon [age 
1] Punches and Dies {ernabiune Ssisisce by Stock’ . ew 

1D a SPntet Daan ape The interrupted thread tap is the only one for — fae BU I 
E Echols’ Patent Taps tough steel, copp-r, etc. Clears itself where Ko 
x others clog and wedge. : 

Ls Oa (pag ———_______ Plug. ring, caliper and thread gauges, of the s 
ee Cages ——$—— highest standard quality obtainable j | 

© OFFICES: Ba 
i New York.................0.............. 1362138 Liberty Street. [Ee 
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DEAN FREDERICK EUGENE TURNEAURE. 

Professor F. E. Turneause who has served as Acting Dean 

of the College of Engineering since the death of Dean John- 

son in June 1902, was elected Dean of this College at the 

winter meeting of the Board of Regents on January nine- 

teenth. 

Frederick Eugene Turneaure was born July 30, 1866, on a 

farm near Freeport, Illinois, and his early life was that of the 

average farmer boy. He attended the country schools, and 

while there took up the study of Algebra and Geometry in 

addition to the studies usually offered in the country school. 

He attended the Freeport, Illinois, high school a portion 

of two years, during the sessions of ’82 to ’84 and as far as 

attendance at school is concerned, this completed his prepara- 

tory training. He taught in a country school one winter, 

and by the fall of 1885 he was ready to enter college. Hav- 

ing decided on the profession of Civil Engineering as his life 

work, he took the entrance examinations and was registered 

as a student in the College of Civil Engineering of Cornell 

University. 

This was soon after the establishment of certain under- 

graduate scholarships which were awarded annually by com- 

petitive examination, for proficiency in the mathematics re- 

quired for entrance. The mathematical study which he had 

begun in the country schools and continued during one year 

of high school, and later bys elf help, enabled the then fresh- 

man Turneaure to win this scholarship, which paid two hun- 

dred dollars per year during his entire college course. 

He graduated from Cornell with the degree of C. E. in the 

class of 1889, and immediately entered the service of the
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Lehigh Valley Railroad. He remained with this company 

for about a year, being engaged in general railway engineer- 

ing work, and then joined the engineering staff of the Chese- 

peake and Ohio Railroad, on location surveys in Virginia and 

| West Virginia, continuing in this line of work until the fall 

of 1890. 

At this time an offer of a fellowship in civil engineering 

was received from his Alma Mater, Cornell University, which 

was declined with some hesitency in favor of on offer of a 

position as instructor in civil engineering at Washington Uni- 

versity, St. Louis. 

The decision turned out to be a fortunate one, however, 

for at Washington he was brought into close association with 

the late Dean Johnson, who was then Professor of Civil Engi- 

neering at that institution. 

It was while Professor Turneaure was at Washington Uni- 

versity that the greater portion of ‘‘ Modern Framed Struct- 

ures” was written. This work was the joint production of 

Messrs. Johnson, Turneaure and C. W. Bryan, the latter 

then being engineer for the Edge Moor Bridge Company. 

This treatise on the design of framed structures is now in 

the eighth edition and is a recognized standard all over the 

world, a translation having recently been made in the Japa- 

nese language. 

In the fall of 1892 Professor Turneaure came to the Uni- 

versity of Wisconsin to take the newly created chair of Bridge 

and Sanitary Engineering which he has held until his recent. 

election as Dean. 

He was on leave of absence during the year of 9596 when 

he made an extensive tour of England, Germany and France 

with the special object of studying the foreign methods of 

sanitation and bridge design. 

In 1901, in conjunction with Dr. H. L. Russell, Professor 

of Bacteriology in the College of Agriculture of the Univers- 

ity, he published a work on ‘‘ Public Water Supply,” which is 

a work of great value as the subject is dealt with from the 

standpoint of both the hydraulic engineer and the bacterio- 

logist.
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In 1897 Professor Turneaure conducted an extensive series 

of experiments on the stresses in bridge members due to 

moving train loads, the results of which were first published 

in the Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engi- 

neers and attracted wide attention. The results obtained 

contributed largely to more exact methods of design, and 

, have been made use of in the preparation of specifications. 

Professor Turneaure was Clty Engineer of the City of 

Madison during the two years 1900 and 1901 and while serv- 

ing in this capacity he designed two engineering works of 

vital importance to the city, the first of these being the pres- 

sent septic sewage disposal plant which successfully solved 

this troublesome question. The second was the installation 

of a system of auxiliary pumps in the artesian wells from 

which the city’s water supply is drawn, this demonstrating 

a method by which an abundant supply of wholesome water 

may be obtained for many decades to come. 

Dean Turneaure is amember of the following engineering 

and scientific societies: 

Associate member of the American Society of Civil Engi- 

neers; Western Society of Engineers; Society forthe Testing 

of Materials; American Railway and Maintainance of Way 

| Association; American Association for the Advancement of 

| Science. He is president of the Science Club of the Univer- 

| sity during the current year. 

Dean Turneaure has always taken an active interest in the 

city’s welfare, believing this to be his duty toward the stu- 

dents, as well as a duty to be expected from every citizen. 

After retiring from the office of city engineer which he 

held as a non-partisan, he was elected a member of the Com- 

mon Council as a representative of the fifth ward, an office he 

holds at the present time. 

Mr. and Mrs. Giles Turneaure, parents of the Dean, now 

make their home in Madison, having moved here in 1901. 

Dean Turneaure was married in 1891, to Miss Mary D. 

Stewart, of Anchor, Illinois, and they have one child, a son, 

Stewart, now four years of age. Mrs. Turneaure is also a
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graduate of Cornell of the class of 1890, and unites in her 

character a strong personality with a winning manner. She 

is an able assistant to her husband in all his work. 

When Dean Turneaure began his duties as Professor of 

Bridge and Sanitary Engineering in 1892, the faculty of the 

college consisted of nine members including the instructors 

and there were but 197 students in the whole college, little 

more than half as many as there are in the present freshman 

class. The change from a small department of the Unviversity 

to a separate college was just beginning, and aside from the 

then small shops, all there was of it including laboratories 

was quartered in a portion of the north end of Science Hall. 

The year and a half during which Dean Turneaure served 

| as Acting Dean was a time of great prosperity and substan- 

tial growth for the College, and showed his marked capability 

for executive work. His close identification with thc College 

during its years of rapid development has made him thor- 

oughly familiar with its workings, and needs for the future, 

and his selection as Dean a particularly fortunate one for the 

needs of the College.
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NEW YORK RAPID TRANSIT. 

BY F. O. DUFOUR.* 

On March 24, 1900, in front of the city hall, and in the 

presence of the Commissioners of the Rapid Transit Board 

and the various city officials, the mayor of the city turned 

the first spadeful of earth, as a formal beginning of the con- 

struction of the underground railway which is to constitute 
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Fig. 1—Ceremony of Beginning Construction of New York Rapid 

Transit Subway. 

the successful termination of almost incessant effort, since the 

year 1868, in the interest of adequate rapid transit. (Itig. 1.) 

It will be seen by the above date that the idea of rapid 

transit is not new, and so in order to follow its growth, men- 

tion of the early attempts will be made. 

Beginning with 1850, and for ten years thereafter, the 

movement of passenger traffic was successfully accomplished 

*In charge of Steel Worksof Worth St. Station and vicinity.
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by means of the surface railways. The rapid growth of the 
population and the increase of business made it apparent that 
adequate means should be adopted in the near future for bet- 
terment of passenger transportation. 

In 1868 the Legislature granted a liberal charter to the New 
York Central Underground Company. This company found 
it impossible to raise the funds required, and soon passed out 
of existence. In 1872 the Legislature incorporated the New 
York City Rapid Transit Company to construct and operate 
an underground railway. Commodore Vanderbilt was the 
head of this enterprise, and with usual energy pushed the 
work. The surveys and plans for construction were made 
when adverse criticism, which had started with the granting 
ofthe charter, became so great that Mr. Vanderbilt decided 
to abandon the enterprise. 

Other charters were granted by the legislature, but all of 
the companies came to naught on account of being unable 
to finance their enterprises. 

In 1875 the first Rapid Transit Act was passed by the Legis- 
lature. The elevated railways were constructed under its 
provisions, and for a time the congestion of traffic was re- 
lieved. In 1844 conditions again became such that relief 
must be sought by building of additional lines underground 
or otherwise. Several schemes were advocated, and finally 
an act was drawn up to be submitted to the legislature in 
1888, 

So great was the opposition, of adverse interests, that even 
after the mayor appeared before the Committee of the Com- 
mon Council and pleaded for its passage, it was not even re- 
ported, and so died a premature death. 

In 1891 the traffic wasin such a congested state that sharp 
business practices and political moves could no longer keep 
the public’s opinion from making its influence felt in the 
Legislature, and the so-called Rapid Transit Act of 1891 was 
passed. 

This Act provided for the continuance in office of the mem- 
bers of the Act of 1875, and required that they should ascer-
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tain whether or not the construction of a rapid transit railroad 

was necessary. In case a necessity for sucha road was found 

to exist, they were first to decide upon the routes and general 

plan of construction; second, to obtain the consent of the 

property holders affected, or of the General Term of the Su- 

preme Court; third, to adopt detailed plans for the construc- 

tion and operation; and fourth, to sell the right to construct 

and operate such railroad to be formed, under the terms of 

said act. This Act also gave the Commissioners the power 

to grant additional franchises to existing railroad corpora- 

tions. This last power was in time to become a most effect- 

ive weapon for the use of adverse business interests in ham- 

pering and delaying the work of the Commission. 

The Board at once appointed Wm. E. Worthen and Wm. 

Barclay Parsons as engineers, to cooperate with them, and 

shortly afterwards decided that a rapid transit railroad was 

necessary and that the underground road was the only means 

by which the necessary additional facilities could be acquired. 

The surveys and plans were then made, submitted to and 

approved by a board of experts and transmitted to the Com- 

mon Council on October 20, 1891. The necessary consents 

and approvals being obtained, contract drawings were pre- 

pared, together with the specifications, and on December 29, 

1892, the franchise was offered for sale to the highest bidder. 

No responsible bidders being found, the labors of the Com- 

mission proved barren of visible results. 

Directly after the failure to sell the franchise, the Manhat- | 

tan Railway Company applied for franchises to build ona 

number of additional streets and thus relieve the congestion. 

While these negotiations were in progress no other schemes 

were agitated, but the company being unwilling to make any 

compensation to the city, as was thought to be sufficient by 

the Commission, the matter was dropped in the month of 

August, 1898, and the rapid transit question was again agi- 

tated. 

On May 22, 1894, Governor Flower signed the Act of 1894, 

thus making it a law. Under this act a new Rapid Transit
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Board was created. The mayor, the comptroller and the 

President of the Chamber of Commerce, were ex-officio mem- 

bers, and Messrs. Wm. Steinway, Seth Low, John Claflin, 

Alexander E. Orr and John H. Starin composed the active 

members of the board. To the untiring efforts of the above 

members, with few changes made necessary by politics and 

the march of time, together with their counsel, and Mr. 

Wm. Barclay Parsons, whom they appointed their chief engin- 

eer, are due the credit for the final success in bringing about 

the construction of the New York Rapid Transit Subway. 

The Act left unmodified the conditions of the Act of 1891, 

and in addition required that they should either adopt the old 

plans or provide new ones, and also that the Board should 

submit to the people, at the next general election, the question 

whether the railway should be conducted by the city and at 

public expense. If the question was decided in the negative 

the Act provided that the Board should sell the franchise as 

provided in the Act of 1891. 

The method by which the road was to be constructed by 

the city at popular expense, and the conditions imposed 

thereby were as follows: The contratcor was to operate the 

railroad, as the lessee of the City for a term of not less than 

thirty-five or more than fifty years at an annual rent suffi- 

cient to pay the interest onthe money for bonds, which were 

to be issued to raise money for the construction, and one 

per cent. in addition thereto. He was to supply his own 

equipment which was to be free from taxation, was to furnish 

bond as determined by Board, was to deposit $1,000,000 with 

the City Comptroller, which was to be returned when the road 

was completed, and was to give the City a lien on his equip- 

ment. It further provided that the total cost should not ex- 

ceed $50,000,000. By amendment in 1895 it provided that 

litigation caused by abuting property interests would be 

assumed by the city. 

At the election held November 6, 1894, 184,035 votes 

were cast; 132,647 affirmative, 42,916 negative; 399 defect- 

ive and were not counted, thus showing a large majority in 

favor of municipal construction.
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The Commission with the assistance of its Chief Engineer : 

performed the necessary preliminary work, and after due con- 

sideration decided to adopt Broadway as the location of the 

down town portion of the system, believing that the increased 

traffic would more than compensate for the necessary ad- 

ditional cost. They estimated that the cost might be in ex- 

cess of the fifty millions as prescribed by the act. A board 

of experts being appointed to examine the plans did so, and 

recommended that Elm street be used as the location of the 

down town portion. This, together with other minor 

changes, reduced the estimated cost to about $42,000,000. 

They also estimated that the construc tion of the road, after the 

plans proposed by the Commission, would cost $50,000,000. 

The Commission failed to see the necessity of the changes 

as suggested by the board of experts, It obtained the con- 

sent of the City authorities, but upon applying to the Court, in 

formal matters relating to property rights, it was enjoined 

from further proceedings. After about a year of litigation 

the Supreme Court refused to allow the road to be constructed. 

The reasons for this decision were that the service would not 

be adequate, and that the expenditure of such a vast sum of 

money would prevent the Ctiy from engaging in any other 

public work, and that the City’s credit would be greatly im- 

paired. Although not definitely stated, it was evident that 

the court would not favor any route under Broadway. 

Adverse interests instigated litigation at this time, ques- : 

tioning the constitutionality of the Rapid Transit Act. The 

Act was decided as constitutional, February 20, 1896. 

After five years of incessant effort the labors in behalf of 

rapid transit facilities seemed destined to a fatal ending. 

Counsel for the Board aided by letters from influential per- 

sons, together with the cry of popular indignation decided 

the Board to make another attempt. Accordingly the Board, 

taking the view that the court would probably approve of a 

plan which did not use Broadway, which would cost 

$50,000,000 or less, and which could be shown by balance of 

testimony to be adequate to relieve the congestion of traffic, 

proceeded with this end in view.
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At this period of the proceedings the Manhattan Railway 
Company, availing themselves of the Board’s authority to 
grant additional franchises, applied for franchises to build 
upon additional streets. This application was of a very gen- 
eral nature and also included a request for privileges which 
were not within the power of the Commission to grant. 
Upon a suggestion by the Board, as the correct requests to 
make no reply, was made by the Company until nearly two 
years afterwards when the actual construction of the Rapid 
Transit Railroad became probable. 

The Board after due consideration adopted the ‘Elm Street 
Rout” (see Plate I) on Jan. 14, 1897. The road was to begin 
at the intersection of Park Row and Broadway on the south, 
and thence with four-track roadway to about One-Hundred 
and Third street and the Boulevard. At this point it 
branched, one branch terminating near Kingsbridge station 
ofthe New York and Putnam R. R. Co., the other termin- 
ating at Bronx Park. Both branches were of double track 
roadbed. Under Park Row and around City Hall a loop was 
provided. This is known as the City Hall Loop. The general 
plan of construction and operation was included in the Act. 
It was further estimated to cost $35,000,000. The interests 
south of the City Hall, along Broadway, memoralized the Board, 
asking that the road be extended southward under Broadway 
with a loop under Battery Park. This project came to 
nought owing to the refusal of the Park commissioners to 
allow its construction in the Battery Park. The consent of 
the local authorities for the construction and operation of 
such aroad having been obtained, the Appellate Division on 
November 6, 1897 appointed a commission to ascertain if the 
road should be constructed and operated. 

~ This commission decided, as had all such previous commis- 
sions, that such a road was necessary and so reported to the 
Appellate Division of the Supreme Court. 

The Court gave its decision, on December 17, 1897, in 
which it confirmed the report of the Commission. Among 
the stipulations contained in its opinion, was the requiring of
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a bond of $15,000,000 to be given so ‘‘as to protect the inter- 

ests of the city in a substantial manner” until the road 

reverted to the city in the thirty-five or more years after com- 

pletion. 
The enormous amount of bond and the long time it was to 

run, enabled people with even a superficial knowledge of 

finance to see that should the Court insist upon this condi- 

tion the project was once more side tracked indefinitely. 

The Manhattan Railway Company now made public their 

intention to extend their lines as soon as the right could be 

procured. 

The Charter for the City of Greater New York was also 

adopted at this time (January 1, 1898). 

Both the above actions delayed the project. Responsible 

bidders would hesitate to build if the Manhattan Railway was 

to cut down or render questionable the profits. The influ- 

ence of the annexed counties was in most cases against using 

the credit of the City in an undertaking from which they 

were to receive no immediate advantage. 

The Board was, however, undeterred by these acts and 

| appointed a sub-committee to investigate existing conditions, 

consult intending bidders and ascertain if possible if a 

$15,000,000 bond could be procured as required by the court. 

On January 13, 1898, this sub-committee made its report. It 

recommended that no bids be asked for until the elevated 

railway companies had decibed either to build on additional 

streets, or not, as prospective bidders hesitated to assume the 

; obligations with uncertainty regarding the profits; that if the 

| court insisted upon the technical form of the $15,000,000 bond 

| it would substantially prohibit the successful termination of 

the enterprise; that the court be requested to limit its re- 

quirement to a bond for construction only and allow the 

Board to fix the bond for operation and payment of rent; 

and that the last mentioned bond be eqnal to seven years 

rental, the city’s lien on equipment being included in this. 

Upon the court being appealed to it moditied the require- 

ments to the extent that a $15,000,000 bond was required
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during construction and a $1,000,000 bond be required dur- 

ing period of rental. 

The matter regarding the extension of elevated lines was 

taken up and inasmuch as the companies interested failed to 

approve the franchise offered by the Board, this cause of de- 

lay was no longer active. The contract was now prepared, 

and on March 381, 1898, sent to the corporation counsel with 
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Fig. 2—General Arrangement of Steel Works. 

the request that it receive attention at once. No reply was 

had until September 20, 1899, when the Board received a 

letter from the Counsel criticising the contract in various 

points. 

During the time between the sending and returning of the 

contract the Board addressed a memorial to the Legislature 

upon the proposed methods of financing the enterprise. They 

also addressed the Mayor upon the subject, but no reply was 

received to either communication. 

The hesitation to take undue haste may perhaps have been 

due to the fact that with the consolidation of the suburbs 

into the city of Greater New York, a large increase in the
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city debt was made, and this increase brought the total debt 

nearly to the amount of the 10 per cent. of assessed valua- 

tion of property allowed by the Constitution. 

A revised draft of the contract was sent to the Corporation 

Counsel on October 6, 1899, and five days latter it was ap- 

proved. The Corporation Counsel also joined the Board in an- 

other appeal to the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court 

to reduce the bond for construction, and on November 10, 

1899, the Court decided that $5,000,000 was sufficient. 

Bids were now asked for, and January 15, 1900, set as the 

date for opening. Two bids were received, one from John 

B. McDonald, and one from Andrew Onderdonk. Mr. McDon- 

ald’s bid was for $35,000,000, and Mr. Onderdonk’s bid was 

$39,800,000, in addition to which he proposed that, in case 

the gross receipts exceeded $5,000,000 in any one year, to 

pay in addition to the rent fixed by law, five per cent on 

the first million dollars in excess, and two and one-half per 

cent. for each additional million up to a maximum of fifteen 

per cent. A deposit of $150,000 accompanied each bid. 

After due consideration the Board accepted Mr. McDon- 

ald’s bid. After some minor litigation regarding the issuing 

of the bonds was favorably ended, the Board came to an 

agreement with Messrs. August Belmont & Company, who 

were to attend to Mr. McDonald’s financial arrangements, as 

to the manner in which the financing was to be accomplished. 

In brief the plan was that: 

1st. Messrs. August Belmont & Company to organize a 

corporation under the laws of the state of New York, with a 

capital of $6,000,000. This company (afterwards the Rapid 

Transit Subway Construction Company) to enter into a con- 

tract with Mr. McDonald to promote the construction of the 

work, to furnish his security and to finance his undertaking. 

2d. To reduce the minimum to be taken by each surety 

from $500,000 to $250,000. 

3d. The Rapid Transit Subway Construction Company 

| should become surety on Mr. McDonald’s bond to the amount 

| of $4,000,000. 

|
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4th. Mr. McDonald was to make the necessary deposits 

required by the law. 

5th. Mr. McDonald agreed to assign to the city his bene- 

cial interests in the bonds of the sub-contractors. 

A few of the most salient terms of the contract are: 

That the road was to be constructed for the sum of 
$35,000, 000. 
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Fig. 8—Finishing Concrete Side Arches. 

That the contractor was to lease the road for a period of 

fifty years, with an additional twenty-five years at his option. 

The rent for the additional twenty-five years to be mutually 

agreed upon. 

That at the expiration of the lease the equipment was to 

be turned over to the city at once; the price to be agreed 

upon later. 

That work was to be begun in thirty days, and completed 

within four and one-half years. 

That the cost of the terminals were to be extra, but must 

not exceed the sum of $1,750,000. 

That monthly payments would be made the contractor 

upon certificate of engineer showing work done.
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That the average speed of local trains, stops included to 

be not less than fourteen miles per hour, and the speed of ex- 

press trains not less than thirty miles per hour, stops, in- 

cluded. 

That the motive power should be electricity or compressed 
air. 

That the fare shall be five cents, and that not more than 

one private car can be carried on any train. 

Previous to the beginning of construction a committee 

from the representative citizens of Brooklyn appeared before 

the Board and advocated the extension of the Rapid Transit 
Railroad under the East River to the Borough of Brooklyn. 
A bill was introduced in the legislature amending the orig- 

inal act to extend the powers of the Board to all parts of the 

Greater City of New York. This was passed, and after the 

necessary consent of the local authorities was obtained, the 

court took up the matter. 

The Board, during the fall of 1900, took up the question 

of connecting with the lines of the New York Central R. R. 

Company in order to use its tracks northward to run through 

suburban trains. This project came to naught as the New 

York Central was unwilling to have tunnels beneath their 
property. 

Construction was begun as noted at the head of this article, 

and present indications are that it will be finished well within 

the contracted limit of time. 

ENGINEERING FEATURES. 

| The engineering staff consists of a Chief Engineer (Mr. Par- 
| sons), a Deputy Chief Engineer, six Division Engineers, five 

general inspectors, a private secretary, an auditor and a pho- 

tographer. These men were appointed. The positions of 

assistant engineers, draftsmen, axemen, etc., were filled by 

competitive civil service examinations. 

: It is of interest to note that both the Chief Engineer and 

the Deputy Chief Engineer are college graduates. 

The following are the percentages of college graduates in 

3—Eng.
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the different positions: Division engineer, 71.4; assistant en- 

gineers, 85.3; rodmen, 75.3; axemen, 36.6. This gives a 

grand total of 74.6 per cent. of college bred men on the en- 

gineering staff. Columbia has 27; Harvard, 10; Cornell, 9; 

Cooper Institute, 5; Rensselaer Polytechnic, 5; Mass. Tech., 

4; Union College 4, and Lehigh University, 4 engineers. Of 

the remaining thirty-six colleges, five have two, twenty-one 

have one and the remainder have no engineers. The only 

western university represented is the University of Michigan 

who has an assistant engineer. The London Polytechnic has 

one rodman to its credit as the only foreign representative. 

The method of construction has been that of open excava- 

tion for the most part. The location is in the center of the 

street. The standard construction consists of intermediate 

Z-bar columns supporting a roof of I-beams and buckled 

plates. The side colums are of I-beams. Columns were 

placed between the tracks in order to reduce the depth of 

the roof beams so that the distance from the street to station 

platform should be a minimum. The buckled plates are 

covered with concrete to the level of the upper flanges of the 

beams, and then a layer of water-proofing, consisting of 

| alternate layers of tar and felt is placed, and additional con- 

| crete put on top of this. When finished the top is in many cases 

thirty inches, the depth of yokes of electric surface roads, 

from the street surface. Vertical concrete arches are used 

on the sides with an intermediate layer of water-proofing. A 

flat layer of concrete is placed on the bottom and after the 

water-proofing is put in place, another layer of concrete is 

laidon. The footing stones for the columns and the road- 

bed for the track are now put in place and the final layer put 

on. Plate II. shows this general construction. Figs. 2 and 

3 show the steel work in place and the side arches in process 

of construction. 

The track is of standard gage. The rails rest upon con- 

tinous longitudinal wooden stringers which are made of oak 

blocks laid cross-wise and in between two channels which are 

connected at intervals of about five feet by I-beams which ex-
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tend cross-wise the track similar to the familiar wooden ties, 

The stations which are placed at the intersections of streets 

are finished for the most part in different colored enamel brick 

of a very good quality. 

It was intended to place the various water, sewer and gas 

mains in tunnels upon either side of the subway, but this ob- 
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ject has been abandoned. They are carried across the top if 

clearance will admit, but in many cases this will not permit 

and the mains are divided and placed on either side of the sub- 

way. In many cases it has been necessary to construct en- 

tirely new mains on either side of the subway. In other cases 

large sewers were divided into two or even three smaller 

ones in order to pass under the tracks. 

The contour of the rout at times demanded tunnels. These 

were used as seldom as possible, both on account of great 

cost of construction and on account of inaccessibility of sta- 

| tions which had to be reached either by long flights of stair- 

| ways or by elevators. 

That portion of the railroad which is in especially com-
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paratively thinly populated and now business districts is con- 

structed of elevated viaduct. This has the advantage of ease 

of construction and cheapness. 

Altogether it will be seen that the methods of construction. 

as far as the actual work onthe railroad is concerned is of a 

not very difficult nature. The great difficulties were experi- 

enced in keeping in commission the great mains and large 

buildings when blastings were required either under or at 

least very near. The noninterruption of surface railway 

traffic was another important problem which had to be solved. 

The general method was to span the excavation by I-beams or 

heavy timbers and to lay the tracks upon these and suspend 

the mains from them by means of chains and ropes. 

Up to December 31, 1901, 65,400,000 pounds of steel, 

9,050,000 pounds of cast iron, 188,400 barrels of Portland: 

and 15,900 barrels of natural cement were used on the work. 

About $12,600,000 was spent, 4 per cent. of which was for 

“engineering.” Out of 211 casualties, during this period, 16. 

were fatal and only one of these happened to an outsider. 

| To quote the Hon. Abram S. Hewitt, to whom the success. 

of the rapid transit movement is largely due, ‘‘one thing is 

| certain that the Rapid Transit System adopted by the Com- 

| mission will be fully completed and put in operation without 

| involving any additional taxation whatever, and at the end 

| of fifty years it will be the absolutely unincumbered property 

| of the city. Compared with other enterprises in other cities 

| it must be conceded that the arrangement made for the con- 

struction of this work is the most favorable that has ever 

been devised or accomplished” and ‘if we can secure municipal 

| government which will enable great public works to be un- 

| dertaken and carried to completion with the same economy 

and honesty that have characterized the execution of the Erie 

Canal, the Croton Water Works, and the Rapid Transit Sys- 

tem, no reasonable limits can be assigned to the future 

growth of this city in prosperity and grandure. 

The subject matter for this short sketch is in the main 

taken from the Report of the Rapid Transit Board for 1900- 

1901 and by their courtesy the accompanying photographs 

and plates are reproduced.
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‘SOME USES OF ELECTRICITY IN THE WORKING 

OF METALS. 

Cc. F. BURGESS. 

Present methods of working metals involve the use of elec- 

trical energy in so great a variety of ways that even a refer- 

‘ence to all of them is scarcely possible within the scope of a 

short paper. It is proposed, however, to point out various 

electrical properties and phenomena which have been utilized 

and which in themselves would seem to indicate that asa 

more general and thorough knowledge of electricity is ac- 

quired, its sphere of usefulness will widen and its application 

to the metal working industries will increase. 

Perhaps the first application of electricity to the treatment 

of metal objects was made over half a century ago when 

electroplating came into vogue. So steadily and unostenta- 

tiously has this industry grown that it has not attracted the 

popular attention which its importance deserves. Nearly 

| every metal working plant of considerable size now has its 

plating depa-tment, and estimated on the basis of product 

turned out and on the value or ornamentation and protection 

against corrosion which electro-deposited coatings afford, it 

may well be ranked as one of the most important industries 

of the present time. 

The application of the electric current to this purpose 

created the first and most pressing demand for cheap methods 

| of generating electricity, and the earliest electric generators 

| were made and used for electroplating. As a result of rapid 

development of electric machinery which followed came the 

electric drive, and methods of speed, control and regulation 

to which is largely due the many improvements in design 

and efficiency of operation in the modern machine shop. 

The magnetic effect of the electric current has recently 

been successfully applied in the quick-acting magnetic clutch, 

and the electro-magnet used for lifting and handling sheet 

iron is a labor-saving device of no little importance.
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The heating effect of the current when passing through a 

metal resistance has been utilized in an important machine 

known as the electric welder, which enables certain classes of 

work to be welded not only more quickly and cheaply than 

could otherwise be done, but which also makes better welds, 

and does certain kinds of work that were impossible under 

the older methods. 

Another means of heating by electricity to a welding heat 

is through the use of the electric arc playing between carbon 

terminals or between a carbon terminal and the metal itself. 

This method has certain advantages over the one previously 

referred to, in that the heat can be more directly localized at 

a certain spot and upon certain metal forms which cannot be 

placed in the jaws of the electric welder. It is used for filling 

blow-holes and remedying defects in castings, and its advan- 

tages have been recognized in both the legitimate and ille- 

gitimate opening of metal safes. The place held by the arc 

welder is, however, of far less importance at the present time 

than that occupied by the other type, known commonly as the 

Thomson welder. 

Other uses for electric heating are the annealing of wire, 

the maintaining and regulation of the temperature in temper- 

ing baths and annealing furnaces, and for case-hardening. 

The electrolytic effect of the current has been referred to 

in the deposition of metals for ornamental and protective 

purposes, and there are numerous other applications of elec- 

trolytic phenomena which are now being used, and which will 

be introduced in the future. The term ‘electrolytic copper” 

under which the largest percentage of the world’s output of 

copper now goes, implies one of the most important uses of 

the current, as by this means metals may be recovered from 

their ores and refined after being separated by electrolytic or 

other methods. 

The important part which electrolysis plays in the produc- 

tion of copper, nickel, gold, silver and certain other metals, 

is well known, but should be classed under the production 

rather than the working of metals. Among the various minor
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uses of the electrolytic cell are the cleaning and removal of 

undesired materials from a metal surface, the removal of one 

metal from another, oxidizing and coloring, etching and 

drilling. 

In the preparation of a metal object for receiving a coating 

of lacquer, enamel, or electroplating, an absolutely clean sur- 

face is desirable, and for this purpose one or more of the 

various electrolytic phenomena may supplement or replace 

with advantage the older chemical or manual methods. The 

electric current exerts an oxidizing action at the anode, and 

a reducing action at the cathode, with a consequent produc- 

tion of various chemical compounds. The production of an 

alkali hydroxide in this manner may cause a saponification of 

oil and grease, and the reducing action may at the same time 

reduce and remove rust and various oxides. By placing the 

object to be treated, as the anode in a salt solution, the ac- 

tion which takes place is similar to that which would occur 

with the corresponding acid, and the ordinary pickling solu- 

tion may thereby be replaced. In addition to the chemical 

action, the liberation of hydrogen or other gaseous products 

which may be produced, exerts a physical action in removing 

from the metal surface any loosely adhering materials. In 

this manner a layer of enamel, lacquer, or paint may be re- 

moved from a metal article by suspending it for a few min- 

utes, as the cathode in a sodium hydroxide solution. 

When, as is frequently the case, it becomes desirable to re- 

move a coating of metal, it may be done most satisfactory by 

the so-called electrolytic stripping process, in which the arti- 

cle is used as the anode in a suitable solution, the current 

causing a dissolution of the coating. Where work is to be 

| replated, the removal of the previous coating is necessary, 

| and is best done in the manner suggested. Some years ago 

| a process was developed in our Applied Electrochemistry 

laboratory for the removal of thin layers of brass from iron, 

and this method is now in extensive use in bicycle and other 

factories. In the brazing process where the article to be 

brazed is dipped in a bath of melted brass, the entire surface
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immersed becomes coated with a thin layer of the metal, 
which subsequently must be removed. The difficulty in dis- 
solving this coating lay in the fact that in most solutions the 
iron is more readily corroded than is the brass, but it was 
found that by using a sodium nitrate solution in which the 
iron assumes the so-called “passive” condition, the brass can 
be removed entirely without injuring the iron. In the treat- 
ment of a bicycle frame in his manner, a saving over the 
older method of filing by hand was effected, reducing the 
cost from about twenty-five to less than five cents per frame. 

Files which have been used upon soft metal, such as cop- 
per, brass, or lead, and have thereby become clogged, may 
be completely freed in a few minutes by making them serve 
as the anode in a sodium nitrate solution. 

A somewhat similar method for sharpening worn files has 
been suggested, though apparently it has not been put to ex- 
treme practical use. The solution in this case is one which 
causes a corrosion or dissolving of the steel, and is similar to 
the well known acid treatment of files. 

The corrosive action of the current at the anode has also 
been utilized in etching metals, two methods being available. 
One of them is to coat the surface with wax or other non- 
conducting medium through which the desired inscription or 
design is drawn. A subsequent corrosion produces a perma- 
nent impression. The other method is designed to avoid the 
necessity of previously treating the surface, the design being 
worked into the metal by projecting a fine stream of elec- 
trolyte against the surface, the current flowing from the 
metal through the stream. By moving the point at which 
the stream impinges, the locality or corrosion may be con- 
trolled. It is but a step from this method to the one which 
is employed for drilling or slotting metals. By maintaining 
the stream of electrolyte in one fixed position the corrosion 
may be made to proceed deeply into the metal. This offers 
the advantage over the ordinary manner of drilling in that 
irregular shaped holes may be made. Its very slow rate, 
however, precludes its general use, except in certain special
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cases, one of which is the piercing of specially hardened 

armor plate which is so hard that it cannot be machined by 

any of the ordinary tools. - 

To the uninitiated, the operation: of the electrolytic forge 

has a somewhat startling effect. About ten years ago the 

dipping of an iron rod into a solution of common washing 

soda with the simultaneous heating to a welding and evena 

melting temperature was heralded as a successor to the older 

method of using a forge fire. The cause of the heating is 

the current which liberates a layer of hydrogen around the 

iron, and it is the current which passes through this high re- 

sistance envelope that is supposed to cause the heat develop- 

ment. The advantages which were claimed for it were 

rapidity, cleanliness and the impossibility of forming a scale 

or introducing impurities on account of the reducing action 

of the hydrogen, but in spite of these claims the liquid forge 

has not become of practical importance on account of one 

serious objection, which is the expense for power. The press- 

necessary to maintain a sufficiently high current density to 

produce the heating is over 250 volts, and as there are very 

few direct current circuits installed operating at that pressure 

a special dynamo would be necessary. To obtain the current 

from a 500 volt railway or motor circuit involves the use of a 

wasteful resistance, and even without such waste the power 

actually consumed is considerable. An iron rod one-half 

inch in diameter requires fifty amperes, which at a pressure 

of 250 volts means power consumption at the rate of 17- 

horse power. 

Some experiments which were performed in our laboratory 

: show that it is possible to obtain the same heating effect with 

an expenditure of from five to ten per cent. of this power, 

by replacing the liquid with powdered graphite having a 

good conductivity. Measurements were made by using a 

round iron vessel containing the finely divided graphite, the 

vessel constituting one of the electrodes to which connection 

was made to one of the terminals of the secondary of a 

transformer. The other terminal was connected to the rod
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to be heated, and the end of this was immersed in the graph- 

ite. The current thus flowing from the sides of the vessel to 

the rod, placed concentrically within it, reached a high current 

density in the immediate: neighborhood of the rod and thus 

produced heating. In addition to this heating, innumerable 

small arcs were produced at various points of contact be- 

tweed the iron and graphite, thereby increasing the heat. 

Either alternating or direct current serves equally well for 

this purpose, and the pressure required being about 25 volts, 

and the current necessary somewhat less than that of liquid 

forge. As far as consumption of power is concerned this 

method of heating would be entirely practicable. A difficulty 

in its operation, however, lies from the fact that where the 

heat is the most intense a cloud of the fine graphite arises, 

making the process a dirty one as well as one wasteful of 

graphite. It is possible that by incorporating the graphite 

with suitable inert material this objection could be overcome, 

but the experiments were not carried far enough to determine 

this point.
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ENGINEERING PROBLEMS IN PORTLAND CEMENT 

MANUFACTURE. 

BY 5S. B. NEWBERRY. 

The development of the Portland cement industry in this 

country is one of the most remarkable achievements of 

American engineers. Portland cement was first made in 

England about 1824 by calcining, at high temperature, a mix- 

ture of chalk and clay. The industry rapidly developed in 

England and was soon established in France and Germany. 

The first attempt to manufacture Portland cement in this 

country was made by D. W. Saylor, at Coplay, Pa., about 

1870, but was not fully successful until about 1875. Up to 

1890 practically all the Portland cement used in the United 

States was of foreign manufacture. In that year the Ameri- 

can product amounted to 335,000 barrels, while over two 

million barrels were imported. Since that time the produc- 

tion in this country has increased at an average rate of over 

40 per cent. per year, and in 1903 nearly twenty million bar- 

rels were manufactured in the United States. This branch 

of manufacture may now be counted as one of the greatest 

industries, and there is every reason to believe that the 

future will show a still greater increase. 

Before speaking of the engineering features of the Port- 

land cement industry, a few words of explanation in regard 

to the different classes of hydraulic cements may be of in- 

terest. 

It is well known that lime, which is generally used for 

mortar, has no hydraulic qualities, and will not harden unless 

| exposed to the air and allowed to become dry. It is, there- 

fore, unsuitable for work which is to remain moist or to be 

kept under water. The ancient Romans discovered that 

poszsolana, a volcanic scoria found in the neighborhood of 

Naples and Rome, had the property, when mixed with
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slaked lime, of producing a hydraulic mortar which would 

harden in water. Mixtures of pozzolana and lime with 

broken stone or brick were used by the Romans on an enor- 

mous scale, as concrete, in all their constructions, and the 

work done with this material has shown extraordinary dura- 

bility. The Roman Pantheon and many other great struct- 

ures were built almost entirely of concrete, with immense 

vaulted roof, cast ina single piece, which would not be possi- 

ble of construction with stone or brick. 

Until the middle of the eighteenth century pozzolana 

cement was practically the only hydraulic building material 

known. In 1756, Smeaton, the engineer of the Eddystone 

lighthouse, investigated different kinds of lime, and found 

that the limes which contained a considerable amount of 

clay possessed distinct hydraulic properties and gave much 

better results, when mixed with pozzolana, than purer limes. 

His observation passed almost unnoticed. It was not until 

1818, when Vicat, an eminent French engineer, fully investi- 

gated the subject, that the effect of clay in giving lime 

hydraulic properties was recognized and understood. 

In 1796, a hydraulic cement was made in England by cal- 

cining, at low heat nodules of limestone containing a large 

amount of clay, and was termed Roman cement. In mod- 

ern times, cement made from natural limestone containing 

clay, and called natural cement, is widely manufactured and 

used. After Vicat’s researches, the manufacture of hydraulic 

lime, by calcining limestone containing a small amount of 

clay and slaking the product, became an important industry 

in France. 

| The manufacture of Portland cement, patented by Aspdin, 

| in England in 1824, was based on burning an artificial mix- 

| ture of carbonate of lime and clay in exactly the proportions 

to give the best result. It was found that the use of correct 

proportions gave a mixture which would stand a very high 

heat without fusing, and that grinding the resulting clinker 

produced a heavy gray powder which would set and harden 

much more satisfactorily than the natural cement made from
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limestone containing an excess of clay, or hydraulic lime 

made from limestone containing an excess of lime. 

Hydraulic cements may then be divided into four classes, 
as follows: 

1. Pozzolana cement, a mechanical mixture of certain 

kinds of vocanic scoria or slag, and lime. 

2. Hydraulic lime, made by calcining limestone contain- 

ing a moderate amount of clay, and slaking and screening 
the product. 
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3. Natural cement, made by calcining, at a moderate heat, 

limestone containing a considerable proportion of clay and 

usually much magnesia, and grinding the product to powder. 

4. Portland cement, made by calcining at high heat an 

artificial mixture of carbonate of lime (limestone, chalk or 

or marl) and clay or slag, and grinding the resulting clinker 

to powder. 

It is evident from the above description that Portland ce- 

ment can be made anywhere in the world, providing lime- 

stone, chalk or marl, and clay are available. If a deposit of 

limestone of uniform composition and containing exactly the 

right amount of clay could be found, Portland cement could 

be made from it by simply burning and grinding. No such
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deposit is known or likely to be discovered; Portland cement is, 

therefore, always made from an artificial mixture of materials. 

In Eastern Pennsylvania and western New Jersey occurs 

an unlimited deposit of limestone containing approximately 

the amount of clay required for a Portland cement mixture. 

This neighborhood has become the most important seat of 

the industry in this country, and nearly 70 per cent. of the 

American product is manufactured there. The cement rock 

is quarried and finely ground, with the addition of a small 

amount of pure limestone to bring it to the right composition. 

The mixture is then calcined at nearly white heat, and the 

resulting clinker ground. In the central and western parts 

of the country, marl, a finely divided, white deposit from 

fresh water, or pure limestone and clay are the materials 

used. 

The “burning” or calcining of Portland cement was for- 

merly done in vertical intermittent kilns, like lime kilns. 

These were filled with the mixture, previously molded into 

bricks and dried, and coke in alternate layers, ignited and 

allowed to burn out. About five days were required for fill- 

ing, burning and removing the charge, and not more than 

eighty barrels of cement were obtained at each operation. 

Continuous vertical kilns, in which the material and fuel were 

charged at the top and the burnt clinker periodically with- 

drawn from the bottom, were to some extent introduced in 

Europe. These, also, required that the mixture should be 

molded into bricks and dried before burning. This opera- 

tion, and the charging and emptying of the kiln, required a 

large amount of hand labor, and the use of the vertical kiln 

in this country proved, therefore, very expensive. 

| In 1885, Ransome patented, in England, a process of burn- 

| ing Portland cement mixture in the form of dust in a revolv- 

ing cylinder heated internally by a flame of gas. This pro- 

cesS was unsuccessful in England, but about 1890 was taken 

up inthe United States, using crude petroleum as fuel, by 

M. de Navarro, at Coplay, Pa., and after many discouraging 

and costly experiments, was brought to a success. This
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process did away entirely with the costly labor of molding 

and drying the raw material in the form of bricks, and was 

thus especially adapted to the conditions prevailing in Amer- 

ica, where fuel is abundant and labor dear. The introduction 

of the rotary kiln gave an immense impetus to the Portland 

cement industry in this country, and more than 600 of them are 

at present inuse. The kilns now enployed are usually from 60 

feet to 70 feet in length and about six feet in diameter . They 

revolve at the rate of one revolution in from one to three 

minutes. The raw material is introduced in finely powdered 

form, or as wet mud, at the upper end, and gradually de- 

scends through the nearly horizontal cylinder, parting with 

the carbon dioxide, becoming red hot and finally white hot, 
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and issuing from the cylinder in small rounded pieces of 

clinker. The passage of the material through the kiln takes 

about one hour. Owing tothe high cost of oil this has lately 

been replaced entirely by powered coal. The coal is blown 

into the kiln at the lower end, through a pipe, by means of a 

blast of air, and burns with exactly the appearance of gas, 

producing a clear transparent flame and heating the interior 

of the kiln to a temperature of nearly 3000°. 

The only drawback to the rotary kiln is its high con-
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sumption of fuel. The old-fashioned intermittent kilns re- 

quired about 80 pounds of coke to burn one barrel of cement. 

In the continuous vertical kilns the same effect was accom- 

plished with about 50 pounds of soft coal. Rotary kilns, 

however, require, with dry material, about 110 to 120 

pounds of coal per barrel, and with wet material 150 to 200 

pounds. The clinker issues from the kilns at a bright orange 

heat, and the waste gases go up the stack (with dry material) 

at a temperature of 1,500 to 1,800°. There is evidently a 

great field for invention in the utilization of this waste heat. 

The heat passing up the stacks is capable, if utilized under 

boilers, of yielding 125 horse power for each kiln, or nearly 

enough to do all the grinding of the raw material and pro- 

duct. Attempts have 
ANN ez A We ar oN } been made to_ utilize 

oy, oa ae at . NX this heat in vertical 
wy Ke ‘ \ rN ‘N boilers, but up to this 

ee 1 v AY iN | time interference with 
K i 6 ,, x seme =the operations of the 

(os eis z\”A Va May kiln and accumulation 
A S ams aa of dust in the flues ~ 

Pes ‘S, a SS have rendered this ad- 
| em \ ff | dition of doubtful econ- 

Interior of Rock Stock House. omy: “There cen be 
no doubt that engineers 

will ultimately succeed in solving this problem, and that 
modifications of the rotary kiln will reduce the fuel consump- 
tion approximately to that of thecontinuous vertical kiln. 

The grinding of Portland cement clinker to the fineness of 
the best Portland cement is a difficult operation. The clinker 

| as it comes from the kiln is usually of pea or chestnut size, 
though lumps as large as eggs are of frequent occurrence 
with certain materials. Two systems of grinding are in gen- 
eral use in this country. The first is by the use of the 
Griffin mill, which is practically a mortar and pestle on a 
gigantic scale, consisting of a steel die 80 inches in diameter 
against which a 800-pound roll-head, suspended on a vertical 

4—Ing.
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shaft, presses by centrifugal force as it revolves. Plows at 

the bottom of the roll-head throw the clinker up against the 

ring, and the resulting dust is driven out through a circular 

screen, surmounting the die, by fans attached to the shaftt 

The Griffin mill does the whole work of grinding the clinker. 

to dust in one operation, and produces a large output. The 

repairs are, however, a very considerable item. 

At a large number of factories the grinding is done by ball 

mills and tube mills. The ball mill consists of a drum made 

of steel plates surrounded by a screen, and partly filled with 

steel balls. In this the clinker is reduced so far as to pass a 

twenty-mesh screen. The granulated clinker is then finished 

in tube mills, which consist of a steel cylinder about 22 feet 

long and 5 feet in di- 

ameter, lined with por- 
is eg Roe ae celain tiles, and nearly 

bss em ALL <7 ‘ ‘ | Re - = eee half filled with round 
eo ee ee | flint pebbles. In this 

o — P| the granulated clinker 

| ee 2 a Se i; : is reduced to a powder 

| pA ee >» of such fineness that 
aaa," 93 per cent. to 95 per 

sonnei i “Gl ay cent. passes a sieve of 

Clinker Stock House. AHA wiiesies be Bie: Fine 
ear inch. The tube 

millis a very simple and effective machine and requires but 

slight repairs. The ball mill has, however, generally been 

found somewhat troublesome, and it is an open question 

whether the economy, in repairs and power, of the Griffin 

mill or the combined ball and tube mill system is the greater. 

An interesting machine to replace the ball mill has been 

lately introduced in this country; this is the Kent mill, which 

consists of a vertical revolving steel ring with three steel 

rollers held by springs against its inside surface. Tests lately 

made with this mill show its capacity and durability to be 

very great, and it is believed that this and the tube mill will 

constitute the most effectivesystem of grinding.
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The use of Portland cement in all kinds of construction is 

extending with great rapidity. Cement concerete has re- 

placed brick and stone almost completely for heavy founda- 

tions, bridge aoutmen ts and retaining walls. In combination 

: with steel it is now extensively used for complete buildings 

and bridges. Hollow concrete building blocks, of cement 

and gravel, scarcely distinguishable from stone, are proving 

cheaper and better than brick for the construction of houses 

and factories. A multitude of new uses, such as for fence 

posts, piles, conduits, tiles and railway ties, are constantly 

coming into notice. It appears probable that the consump- 

tion of Portland cement in this country ten years from now 

may easily be twice or three times what it is at present. 

This will require the erection of a large number of new fac- 

tories and great enlargement of existing works. Though the 

United States has now taken the first rank among the cement 

producing countries of the ‘world, the industry must still be 

regarded as in it infancy. In all parts of the process im- 

provement is not only possible but indispensible. This field 

offers, therefore, an unusual opportunity to the younger gen- 

eration of engineers. Let us hope that America, the scene 

of the most rapid growth and greatest magnitude of Portland 

cement manufacture, may be entitled to the credit of bring- 

ing the industry to its highest state of economy and efficiency. 

|
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THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE PORTAGE 

LEVEE SYSTEM.* 

BY PROF. LEONARD §S. SMITH. 

In order that the Portage Levee problem may be properly 

| understood it will be necessary to call attention to the unique 

topography of the vicinity, which in several respects is not 

duplicated by the Wisconsin River at any other point of its 

course, or for that matter, by any other river in the state. 

Briefly stated, that part of Portage City which lies west of 

the canal, and the country adjacent to it on the west, for per- 

haps three miles in extent, form a glacial island, bounded on 

| the south by the swift waters of the Wisconsin River, on the 

| north by the smaller and more sluggish waters of the Upper 

Fox, and on the westand east by low marshes sloping eastward 

with a considerable fall from the Wisconsin to the Fox River. 

The western marsh is traversed by a ereek called the Big 

Slough, which in times of high water before the levees were 

built, was transformed into a mighty river, carrying the Wis- 

| consin waters to the Fox, after having filled up and sub- 

| merged tens of thousands of acres of the low intervening 

country. 

It is a significant fact that in the years following the instal- 

lation of the government dams at the outlet of Lake Winne- 

bago, the United States paid out about a million of dollars for 

damages to owners of property in the Neenah and Fox River 

valleys, supposed to be caused by the holding back of the 

water, but as a matter of fact, maznly due to overflowing 

waters of the Wisconsin River through the marshes above 

described and especially through the Big Slough. 

The intervening marsh on tbe east side of the Portage 

island and included between the Fox and Wisconsin rivers, 

* The State Levee Commission having this work in charge iscom posed 

of John G. Standenmeyer, Herman Bellinghausen, and W. C. Gault.
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has a minimum width of about one mile, in which distance 

the fall eastward toward the Fox is about three feet. The 

low water elevation of the Wisconsin River at this point is 

about eight feet higher than low water elevation of the Fox. 

But since the water of the Fox comes from the south, while 

that of the Wisconsin comes from the northern part of the 

state, it is inevitable that low water in the Fox often occurs 

at times of high water in the Wisconsin, At such times, as 

was the case in the spring and fall of 1900, as well as in Sep- 

tember of 1908, the Wisconsin River water level may easily 

be 15 to 18 feet higher than that of the Fox. If, in addi- 

tion to this fact it be remembered that the slope or fall of 

the Wisconsin in its own bed is only a foot to the mile, and 

that until 1882 no levees restricted its natural overflow, it is 

difficult to understand why Wisconsin's greatest river had not 

years ago broken across the narrow marsh which alone sep- 

arated it from the Fox, and thus established its bed perma- 

nently with its smaller but more accommodating neighbor, 

From the standpoint of a topographer it is difficult to even 

see why the Wisconsin River should have ever in the begin- 

ning preferred the present to its more natural valley. It now 

flows at right angles to, instead of in, the direction of the nor- 

mal to the slope of the surface. 

Geologists claim that at the time of the readjustment of 

drainage systems which must have taken place at the close 

of the glacial period, the Wisconsin at this point found an 

old commodious river-bed provided for it by some preglacial 

river and thus found it easier to continue as a part of the Mis- 

sissipi system than to make its own bed eastward and north- 

ward across the low divide, as a part of the St. Lawrence 

| River system. 

Certain it is that had the opportunity for the stronger river 

to overflow to the lower level been restricted to a few hundred 

feet instead of extending for several miles, the resulting over- 

flow, because of its increased velocity, long ago would have 

worn a channel so deep as topermanently divert the Wisconsin 

River to the Fox River valley. It will be shown farther on in
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this paper that because of the changed regimen of the river, 

due to the levees already constructed, such a fundamental 

change may yet result, unless the levees are adequately 

strengthened. 

As the valley of the Fox became settled up and highways 

and railroads were constructed, the periodic overflow of this 

region by the floods of the Wisconsin River became insuffera- 
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Vig. 1—Map of the Wisconsin River Levee at Portage and Vicinity. 

ble, and small levees were built in 1861 at the most exposed 

places in the town of Lewiston. 

The funds for these levees were provided by the sale of 

certain lands granted to the state by the United States under 

a general statute for reclaiming swamp lands. 

These levees proved entirely inadequate at the times when 

the greatest protection was demanded, and during the high
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water of 1880-81, they were swept away at several points, 

flooding the Fox River valley, from highland to highland, for 

a distance of nearly one hundred miles, inflicting vast dam- 

age to property and interrupting the running of trains on the 

C., M. & St. P. R. R. for a period of over a week. 

The following year, in the expectation of preventing a re- 

currence of this disaster, the state appropriated $6,000, and 
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Fig. 2—Break in the Caledonia Leree, September, 190. 

the United States appropriated $3,000 for stronger levees on 

the north side of river and in the town of Lewiston. The 

town authorities have since added to some of these levees 

from time to time, notably along the section marked 4 (see 

plate 1), where a public road is maintained on the heel of the 

| levee (land side). . 

| As was feared at the time, the construction of this north- 

ern levee caused the flood waters to overflow on the oppo- 

site southern bank in the towns of Caledonia and Fairfield. 

Unfortunately the bottom lands at this point are very wide,
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extending even south of the Baraboo river, giving a strip of 
land varying in width from one to four miles wide and ten 
miles long, every inch of which now became submerged by 
flood waters, which formerly had been discharged into the 

. Fox River. 

Obviously a levee was the only protection possible, and an 
inadequate one was built in 1883. In spite of annual repairs 
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Pig. } Highway and Farmhouses Submerged by the Breaking of the 
Caledonia Levee in the City Limits of Portage. 

and additions this levee is to-day the weakest of all the sys- 
tem, having suffered eight different crevasses, the last on the 
20th, of last September. 

The above picture shows the result of the last break in 
this south levee, about one-half mile west of bridge, and 

marked B, and in the city limits. The view is taken from the 
levee near the break and looks toward the south. Fortunately 
no loss of life resulted from this break, though at least in 

the one case of a lady and child driving on the submerged 
road, it was only through a most fortunate rescue that it was 
prevented. This road is shown in Fig. 8. For the same reason 
that the construction of the Lewiston levee threw the flood
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waters of the Wisconsin south onto the Caledonia low lands, 

so now the building of the Caledonia levees, especially that 

one just opposite the city of Portage, threw these same wa- 

ters against the left bank of the river in the city, south of 

the canal and in the town of Pacific. This endangered not 

only the property of individuals, but also the entire system 

of the Federal river improvements, including the many costly 
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Fig. 4—View along Axis of the United States Government Levee Just South 

of Portage, Showing the Crevass Made by the Wisconsin 

River Flood of April, 1900. 

locks and dams between Portage and Green Bay. That there 

was just cause for fear is seen in the effect of a small crevasse 

in the levee at this point in the spring of 1900, which after 

inundating the country for miles, overflowed into the canal 

with irresistible force, filling it with sand and mud, and wash- 

ing out and completely destroying the lock at the entrance to 

the Fox River. Fig. 6 shows the water rushing through the 

break in the levee.
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The Federal authorities were early alarmed at the prospect 

of sucha mighty river overflowing into the canal and Fox 

| River, and well they might be, for at high water, witha dis- 

charge of not less than 60,000 second feet, its powers were 

| not to be despised. At the next session of congress, in 

| 1886, money was appropriated and the present government 

levee constructed. 
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Fig. 6—Condition of Main Highway Leading Eust from Portage After 

the Break in the Government Levee, April, 1900. 

That either poor judgment or jobbery (or perhaps both), 

figured in its construction only a cursory glance at its loca- 

tion, alignment and cross-section is necessary. Some of 

these faults are so typical of the entire system of twenty 

miles that a brief discussion of them here may not be out of 

place.
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(1.) Location: The location of the levee so near the bank 

of the river is certainly not calculated to insure its per- 

manancy for several reasons. The river at this point, and 

for perhaps two or more miles down stream is changing its 

course from easterly to a southern direction, a change which 

is made only at the expense of the bank on which the water 

impinges. As a result the river is surely if gradually en- 

croaching on the levee, which, if unprotected by rip-rap 

means its certain ruin. 
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Fig. 6—View Along Cook Street, One of the Main Streets of Portage— 

| Flood of Wisconsin River, April, 1900. 

Another important reason for placing the levee further 

back from the river results from the tendency of all levees to 

raise the high water level by decreasing the cross-section of 

the stream. This tendency can be minimized by placing the 

levee ata sufficient distance from the river bank. In general 

it will be economical to build so as to provide an adequate
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cross-section; even if the actual levee is thereby lengthened, 
the levee prism will demand less embankment because of 
lower high water line. With a river whose present regimen 
is so well established as that of the Wisconsin, the problem of 

properly locating the lever would not be difficult. As already 

stated its high water discharge is close to 60,000 second feet. 

Assuming an average velocity of 6 feet per second, this would 
call for a stream cross-section of about 10,000 square feet. 

A topographic survey of the river and a study of high water 

marks would only be required to determine the location of 
the levee in order to give the requisite cross-section with most 
economical high water line. 

(2) Alignment: The best alignment of a levee might be 
saidto be more a matter of good judgment and common 

sense than of engineering were it not that good judgment and 

good engineering must mean in the last analysis the same 

thing. Common sense dictates that the levee should run 

parallel to the stream and not at right angles to it; that it 
should have as few and as small changes of direction as pos- 
sible and that these changes in direction should be gradual 

andona smooth curve. 

And yet in the levee under discussion, the government levee, 

every one of these points is violated. A levee is like a chain 

—its strength is not that of its strongest but of its weakest 

link. Obviously the weakest point in this levee should be in 
the section marked a-b on the map. It was in this section 
that a break actually occured in the spring of 1900. Several 
thousand bags of sand were required at this pcint to hold the 
levee last September and it still remains a very weak structure. 

A bill has been presented to the present congress appropri- 
ating a sum sufficient to reconstruct the levee which protects 
the eastern part of the city of Portage, the government canal 
and the four lines of railroad radiating therefrom, along the 

south side of the present turnpike leading east from the city. 

This will move the levee an average distance of 600 feet far- 

ther from the river and by thus increasing the cross-section 
of the river will lower the high water line. Another advan-
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tage of this location will be furnished by the solid bed of the 

turnpike at the heel of the levee, giving great solidity and re- 

ducing the seepage of the water through the levee. 

As the $18,000 available for improving the Portage 

levee system is entirely inadequate to undertake, unaided, so 

great a task, it is greatly to be hoped that the national gov- 

ernment will see the necessity and propriety of itself ade- 

quately strengthening this levee, which in fact is its own 

property, built on its own right of way, and for the specific 

purpose of protecting the government canal and locks. 

If this move for Federal aid be unsuccessful, then the Levee 

Commission look to the two great railroad corporations whose 

: roadbeds for several miles are protected from overflow of the 

Wisconsin River by the levee alone. Even if the track were 

not thereby washed out, the delay of all traffic, both passen- 

ger and freight, for a week or ten days, on the trunk line of 

even one great railroad, can only result in an immense loss, 

which in a single instance must greatly exceed the entire cost 

of building a secure levee. Such a delay actually occurred 

in 1900, caused by the breaking of this levee, and the levee 

is weaker to-day than it was then. It was only by the most 

strenuous efforts of a hundred men, working day and night, 

using thousands of bags of sand, that this levee was prevented 

from breaking at several points last September. Had the 

levee on the opposite bank of the river not broken at this 

time, it seems certain that it could not have been saved. 

U. S. Engineer Mann expressed the opinion to the writer, 

after going through the strain of this last dangerous flood, 

that this levee required its crown raised at least four feet 

| with corresponding additions to its slopes. This would in- 

| crease its present strength by more than one hundred per 

cent., as may be seen by reference to figure (7), which rep- 

resents a typical section of present government levee and the 

proposed enlargement. 

Since 1882 many millions of dollars have been spent for 

levee construction, principally on the Mississippi River, by 

both state and Federal authorities. As practically all of the
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work has been executed under the direction of civil engineers, 

the economics of levee building has been scientifically studied. * 

The proper size of cross-section of a water turning embank- 

ment In general, is a function of the kind of foundation, the 

available material, its method of construction, and the dura- 

tion of time it is expected to protect against continuous high 

water. 

— 
Fig. 7—Cross Section of the United States Levee and the Proposed 

New Addition to It. 

The material usually met with in alluvial valleys is gener- 

ally clay, sand and loam, usually much mixed. The sand is 

generally fine and smooth, and the clay silicious. The most 

impervious soil should be placed in the half facing the water. 

Sand, if used, should be placed on the land side, thus allow- 

ing any seepage from the river to readily drain away. If 

water be ailowed to accumulate, the resulting hydraulic 

pressure would cause the levee to fail. 

Sand forms the greater part of the bottom lands of the 
Wisconsin River, and as a result it is necessary that the levee 

be, in large part, made of this material. This fact, together 

with their inadequate cross section is responsible for most of 

their past failures. 

That method of constructing a levee is best which insures 

the greastest and most uniform packing. This has been 

found to be secured by the use of wheel scrapers and the 

placing of the material in successive layers of two or three 

feet; wheel barrows should not be used. 

Coming now to the last point to be considered in the con- 

struction of a water turning embankment, and one most fre- 

*See valuable papers and discussions before the Am. Soc. of C. E. 

“Some notes on Holland Dykes,” by Wm, Starling, Transactions Am. 

Soc. Civil Kngrs., Vol. 26; Standard Levee Sections, Transactions, Vol. 
39, and “The Levee Theory on the Mississippi River,” Proceedings Am. 
Soc. C.K. Oct., 1903.
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quently forgotten—the effect of the duration of high water. 

Its importance will be appreciated when it is noted that levees 

when guarded have most often failed, not by overtopping, but 

instead by their saturation. Obviously the time element is only 

second to the character of the material in determining the 

amount of saturation. The water gets into the embankment 

from two causes, first due to the hydrostatic pressure of im- 

pinging the water and increasing at the ratio of 62.5 pounds 

for each foot below the surface, and second because of the 

force of capillary attraction in the soil itself. The resultant 

of these two forces, together with gravity, cause the levee to 

become saturated deeper and deeper eachday. As the first 

of these forces is a variable one, while the second is a con- 

stant for any given soil, the line between the dry and the 

saturated should be a curved one. By taking an average of 

a large number of actual tests the curve shown in figure 8 

was obtained. * 
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Fig. 8—Showing the Mean Curve of Saturation on Mississippi River Levees. 

A small amount of seepage is to be expected and is not 

dangerous to the levee, but if the section be small or the 

pressure long continued the particles become semi-liquid and 

tend as such to obey the laws of liquids rather than that 

of solids. As a result the materials on the rear slough off, 

| and the levee gradually fails. Unless aid is present at the 

| first sign of such failure the levee is doomed, for a small fail- 

ure of a foot or two quickly becomes a roaring torrent, 

utterly beyond control. 

When the levee becomes dangerous by saturation, the sec- 

tion of dry earth still remaining above the saturation line, 

A B, instead of being a protection may actually be a source 

of failure. That is to say, its weight may cause the now 

*Transactions Am. Soe. C. E., Vol. 39, page 236.
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nearly saturated portion to push or slough out, the line of 

fracture being nearly a vertical wall. 

This tendency can be overcome to some extent in two 
ways,making the land portion of the levee of heavy but 
porous material, so that any water which may enter it from 
the river may readily escape without causing hydraulic pres- 
sure, and second by providing a trench at the land side base 
of the levee so that the back water may not accumulate, but 
instead, be readily drained off. A flat sloped banquette may 
also form a needed protection to this sloughing process and 
should never be omitted in levees exceeding 12 feet high. 

The following are the standard cross-sections of the Mis- 

sissippi River Commission: (See page 108). 

Thinking that the specifications might be of interest as 
showing how the above cautions have been carried out by ) 
the writer, they are here given in full. 

SPECIFICATIONS FOR CALEDONIA LEVEE, 

OFFICE OF STATE LEVEE COMMISSION, — ) 
PORTAGE, WIS., Sept. 25, 1904. f 

General Instructions for Bidders. 

1. Maps and profiles of the locality may be seen at the 

office. Bidders, or their agents, are expected to visit the 

place and make their own estimates of the facilities and diffi- 

culties attending the execution of the work. 

2. No proposal will be considered unless accompanied by 
| a guaranty as hereinafter provided. 

3. Each guaranty will justify in the sum of 10 per cent 

of the sum total of the amount bid. 

4. The place of residence of every bidder and _postoffice 

address, with county and state must be given after his sig- 

nature. 

5. All prices must be written as well as expressed in figures. 

6. One copy of these specifications (which may be obtained 

5—Eng.
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by mail or in person of W. C. Gault, Sec’y, Portage, Wis.), 

must he attached to each bid and considered a part of the 

proposal. 

7. The proposal and guaranty must be placed in a sealed 

envelope marked ‘‘Proposal For Levee Work” to be opened 

September 25, 1904, and enclosed in another sealed envelope, 

addressed to W. C. Gault, Sec’y, State Levee Commission. 

8. The Commission reserves the right to reject any and 

all bids and to waive any informality in the bids received. 

9. The bidder to whom award is made will be required to 

enter into a written contract with the State Levee Commis- 

sion, with approved security in an amount of 10 per cent. of 

amount of the coatract within in ten days after being notified 

of the acceptance of his proposal. 

General Conditions. 

10. Acopy of these specifications and instructions will be 

attached to the contract and form a part of it. 

11. The decision of the Engineer in charge as to quality 

and quantity of materials shall be final. 

12, It is understood and agreed that the quantities given 

are approximate only, and it must be understood that no 

claim shall be made against this commission on account of 

any excess 'or deficiency, absolute or relative in the same. 

Bidders are expected to examine the drawings and are in- 

vited to make the estimates themselves. 

13. Payments will be made monthly, based on the Engi- 

neer’s estimates. A percentage of (10) ten per cent. will be 

reserved from each payment until the completion of the con- 

tract. 

Specifications. 

14. The work to be done under these specifications is the 

building of new levees and the enlarging of existing levee as 

indicated on the next page:
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CALEDONIA LEVEE, 

| CHARACTER Approximate 
LOCATION. | oF Work. | Yardage. 

| 

15. The Levee Commission reserves the right to increase 

or diminish the above quantities. 

16. Proposals will be received for the work in sections as 

indicated above and bidders are invited to bid on any or all 

sections. If any bidder proposes to construct more than 

one section, he will state the cubic yards he is prepared to 

accept. If he be the lowest bidder such sections as nearly 

contiguous as possible will be awarded him within the amount 
stated, as may be most advantageous to the state. : 

17. Method of Constructing New Levees—The ground to 

be occupied by the levee must be cleared of logs, trash, weeds, 

grass and leaves to the satisfaction of the Engineer in charge. 

Following this the surface between the slope stakes and to a 

depth of six inches shall be thoroughly broken, all trees, 

stumps and buried logs removed outside of the slope stakes. 

: Wherever the Engineer may think necessary a muck ditch 

shall be cut of such dimensions and in such location as the 

Engineer shall direct. After inspection and measurement 

the muck ditch must be filled in with approved material pro- 

cured without the base of the levee and thoroughly tamped 

while being filled. to the satisfaction of the Engineer. All 

the foregoing work shall be completed 200 feet in advance of 

the embankment. When this has been done, embankment 

construction shall be commenced and carried up to gross fill
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or height as directed by the Engineer in charge. Special 

pains shall be taken to place as much of the best top or any 

clay soil excavated on the top and sides as possible. 

18. Method of Enlarging Old Levees—tn the raising and 

enlarging of old levees, the material shall be placed on the 

land side unless otherwise directed by the Engineer in charge. 

The portion of the old levee and the natural surface of the 

ground to be occupied by the new work will be prepared as 

| described in section 17, for the base of new levees, and the 

surface to be occupied by the enlargement must be well 

broken. Except by special permission of the Engineer in 

charge given in writing, all old levees or parts of same must 

be left and the material for enlargement shall not be taken 

from any old borrow pits, but instead, on the natural ground 

on the side of said pits farthest from the levee. 

19. Obtaining Earth —In procuring material for the levee 

the place will be designated by the Engineer in charge (on: 

the land side unless otherwise directed) and care shall be 

taken not to exceed the limits of the right of way. The slope 

or the bank next to the levee must not be steeper than two 

base to one perpendicular and the borrow pit at this point shall 
not exceed three feet and at no point shall their depth exceed 
five feet. No material shall be taken nearer than 50 feet from 
the base of the levee and this distance shall be increased as far 
as the amount of material required and the limits of the right of 

way will allow. The Contractors will not be allowed to 

place earth on frozen surface nor will frozen earth, snow or 

ice be allowed in the levee. Such material must be wasted 
or work postponed. 

20. Stakes—Stakes will be driven for the contractor by 

the Engineer giving width of crown and foot of slopes on the 

base and he will be held responsible for their preservation 

and for the embankment being constructed in exact accord- 

ance therewith. 

21. Shrinkage—The usual allowance of 10 per cent. for 
settling or shrinkage of the embankment will be made and 
no embankment’ that is not carried up 10 per cent. higher
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than the established grade will be paid for. The allowance 

for shrinkage must be so disposed on top and slopes as to 

give the required width of crown and to fill out the slopes so 

as to be plane surfaces from edge of crown to base of levee. 

The contents of the levee computed to the established net 

grade only will be paid for. 

22, All damage to work for any cause shall, until the work 

is received by the Engineer in charge, be sustained by the 

contractor. 

force. 

23. Within ten days after written notice has been given 

the contractor, he shall commence work and he shall at all 

times thereafter employ such force and outfit as shall in the 

opinion of the Levee Commission be necessary to complete 

the work within the contract time. In case the contractor 

does not comply with this provision the Levee Commission 

shall have the power to employ labor and additional outfit as 

may in their judgment seem necessary to complete the con- 

tract in the contract time and place them uponthe work, de- 

ducting the total cost of same from the moneys due or to 

become due the contractor. 

24. Superintendence—The contractor shall either person- 

ally superintend his work on the ground or cause it to be 

done by some capable representative who shall be satisfactory 

to the Engineer in charge. Where work is let to station men 

the contractor shall furnish a competent foreman to superin- 

tend their work and no foreman shall have charge of more 

men than the Engineer in charge deems advisable. 

| Extra Work. 

25. No claim for extra work will be entertained unless such 

extra work is done under written instructions from the En- 

gineer in charge, and these instructions must be presented 

with the claims. 

26. Change in Dimensions—The Commission reserves the 

right to increase or diminish the height, crown or base of 

levee while in process of construction.
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27. Payments—Payments will be made on monthly esti- 

mates of levee work fully completed. 

28. Disagreement—In case of any doubt or disagreement 
arising under these specifications, the decision of the Engin- 
eer in charge shall be final, and he shall be the sole referee. 

29. Date of Completion—The levee work shall be fully 

completed in accordance with these specifications on or be- 
ee 

Several bids were received on the above specifications, the 

lowest being eleven cents per cubic yard. No contracts 
| were made because of the failure to secure right of way. 

This has now been secured and the work will be pushed as 

| soon as the weather and ground conditions permit. 
| 
| 
. | 
. 

|
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THE UNIVERSITY EXHIBIT AT THE LOUISIANA 

PURCHASE EXPOSITION. 

BY J. G. D. MACK.* 

In many, if not all of the ‘‘Worlds Fairs” of the past there 

has been a department in some building devoted to a socalled 

Educational Exhibit. 

The location of these exhibits may have given to the cas- 

ual observer the impression that education follows the pro- 

gress and development of a people. 

The Louisiana Purchase Exposition which is to be held in 

St. Louis this year will have the first building ever erected at 

any exposition solely for educational exhibits. 

In one of the general circulars published by the Exposition 

authorities this statement occurs. 

‘Education has been given first place among the depart- 

ments of the Exposition in accordance with the theory upon 

which the entire organization is based, viz. that education is 

the source of all progress.” 

In addition to giving Education the place of honor among 

the departments by placing the educational exhibits in Group 

A, the building assigned to these exhibits occupies one of the 

most prominent sites. 

The principle buildings are disposed in a fan shaped arrange- 

ment, the location of the Festival Hall corresponding with 

the pivot of the fan. Running out radially from the Festival 

) Hall is the Grand Basin corresponding to the middle rib of 

| the fan. 
As the observer stands at the Festival Hall and looks along 

the Grand Basin the first building seen to the right of the 

latter is the Palace of Education, and across the Basin at the 

same radial distance from the Festival Hall is the Electricity 

Building. 

*Prof. Mack is chairman of the committee which has in charge the 

arranging of the university exhibit.
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The Educational Building is a five sided structure of key- 
stone shape, the northern facade being 750 feet in length, the 

southern 450 feet and the sides 525 feet each. 
The building covers about seven acres and as originally 

designed was to have an open court in the centre. The de- 
mands for space have been so pressing, however, that it has 
been found necessary to roof over the court in order to pro- 

vide additional exhibit space. 

According to the first plans all of the Wisconsin educa- 
tional exhibits were to be in one location but this arrange- 
ment was changed by the department and the State exhibit 
including all schools except the University has been assigned 
to a space twenty-seven by forty feet immediately to the left 

of the main south entrance. 

The space, originally planned foran open court, will be 

occupied by the exhibits of the American and Foreign Uni- 

| versities and Colleges. 

| One-fourth of this space will be occupied by the following 
Universities: Wisconsin, Michigan, Cornell, Harvard, Yale, 

Princeton, Illinois, Johns-Hopkins, Columbia, St. Louis, 

Missouri, Chicago and Washington. 

The Board of Regents have allowed four thousand dollars 

for the exhibit of the University of Wisconsin. Except for 

attendance this sum will be available for the preparation of 

the exhibit, as the State Committee will furnish the booth and 

pay transportation and erection charges. 

It is intended that the exhibit, to be made by the Univer- 

sity, shall show the following points, among others in so far as 

they can be represented for this purpose: 

The growth of the University from the beginning, in num- 

bers of students, faculty, and courses of study. 

The growth in material equipment, as land, buildings, 

libraries, laboratories, etc. 

Products manufactured in the laboratories and shops. 

Apparatus designed for research and commercial purposes. 

Various student activities such as the work of the literary 

societies, student publications and athletics.
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The unique location and environment of the University 

will be a special feature of the exhibit. 

Some of the points noted in the above outline, which are of 

statistical nature, will be shown by means of charts which are 

now in preparation. 

The literary work of members of the faculty will be shown 

by a collection of publications which have appeared since the 

World’s Fair of 1893. 

As an illustration of laboratory equipment a model is being 

constructed of the steam laboratory ona scale of one inch to 

the foot. 

This model will be fifty by seventy inches in size and will 

appear practically complete in all details. The engines and 

other apparatus are finished in dull nickel, giving a fair imita- 

tion of the alluminum finish used in the laboratory. 

The general appearance of the campus and its surround- 

ings will be shown by model, enlarged photographs and maps. 

There will be about thirty photographs, twenty by thirty 

inches, showing views of the University buildings and inte- 

riors, scenes about Madison and along the drives, athletic 

events, etc. 

The campus will be shown by means of a relief model to a 

scale of one foot equals five hundred. 

This model will be about eight feet in length, extending 

from the east side of the Gymnasium to west of the Horticul- 

tural building, and will be built in all necessary details as 

regards buildings, trees and natural features of the grounds. 

To form an idea of this scale the Library Building will be 

about five inches in length and the Law Building about two 

| inches square. 
A model of the Library Building has been considered, but 

not as yet definitely determined on. 

Th e.Historical Library will be shown in some manner, for 

the collections contained in this library have been of greater 

importance than any other factor in giving historical signifi- 

cance to the Louisiana Purchase. 

It isa matter of no great difficulty to represent adequately,
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by an exhibit, matters of a statistical nature, features of loca- 
tion and laboratory equipment, but the humanities side is far 
more difficult of representation. 

A matter of special pride to those interested in the Univer- 
sity of Wisconsin is that a determined effort has been made, 
and successfuily, to maintain its different departments in as 
nearly equal strength as possible; one has not been allowed 
to grow beyond its immediate necessities at the expense of 
another. 

| It is a matter of the greatest importance that this policy 
| should be shown in the exhibit by making the exhibit’s four 

different departments of equal strength as nearly as possible. 
, This opportunity is taken advantage of to call attention to 

| the fact that this exhibit is a matter in which every one con- 
| nected with the University and all who are interested in it 
| should be concerned, and any suggestions regarding the ex- 

hibit and means for making it represent the University in the 
| best possible manner should be given to the committee hav- 

ing the matter in charge. 
The writer has been asked the question many times as to 

whether this exhibit will pay, that is whether there will be 
any return proportionate to the expenditure. This is a phase 
of the matter which admits of no consideration, and it should 
not be discussed from this standpoint. 

All of the great universities in this country, and some 

from abroad are to be represented, and the Exposition will 
be visited by many Wisconsin alumni and people of the 
state who have a pride in the University which would not be 
increased by learning that it alone of all the great American 
universities had no exhibit. 

The Louisiana Purchase Exposition was designed primarily 
to show to the world the resources of the great middle west; 
and as already noted, education is given the place of honor. 

The University, supported by the state, is the typical edu- 
cational institution of this middle west, and from its position 

among the others, it is of the greatest importance that the 
University of Wisconsin be given adequate representation, 
although not one cent may ever be directly traced as coming 
from this exhibit.
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INSPECTION TRIP OF SENIOR CIVILS. 

The annual Inspection Trip of the Senior Civils was taken 

during the week of Dec. 17, 1908. It had been planned to 

take the trip earlier in the year, but for various reasons it was 

postponed until the week before the Christmas recess. 

The party, consisting of Prof. Dufour, Mr. Williams and 

twelve students, arrived in Chicago, Thursday, Dec. 17th, 

at noon, and, after registering at the Victoria Hotel, started 

for the Lassig Plant of the American Bridge Company. We 

were furnished with a guide, who took us through the plant. 

We saw bridge members in all stages of construction from the 

time the material is taken from the stock pile until the finished 

piece is ready for shipment. Inthe first place wooden tem- 

plates are made for each plate and angle showing the size of 

the piece and the exact location of the rivet holes. These 

templates are then taken to the iron shop and the exact size 

of the piece is laid out andthe rivet holes located on the plate 

or angle, which is then taken to the shears and punches and 

is cut to the proper shape and the rivet holes are punched. 

These punches and shears are very large and Heavy ma- 

chines, each one being operated by a separate electric motor. 

After the plates and angles have been made ready, they are 

all taken to the assembling floor and the bridge member is 

erected, the various parts being held together by drift pins 

and bolts. After everything is securely fastened, the rivets 

arethen driven. This isdone by pneumatic riveters, which are 

suspended from traveling cranes, and are moved to all parts 

| of the member, as in the case of a large and heavy girder 

which could not be moved without great and powerful cranes, 

In fact much of the machinery is of such a nature that it can 

be moved to all parts of the work. This portable machinery 

is mostly driven by compressed air. After the members 

have been riveted up they are inspected and painted and are 

then taken to the shipping yard, and loaded on cars by power- 

ful yard cranes.
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The next morning we inspected a number of draw bridges in 
different parts of the city. Most of these bridges are old and 
out of date, and are fast being replaced by the rolling lift type 
of bridge, several of which we visited. These bridges con- 
sist of two leaves which are locked together at the center 
when the bridge is closed and form a three hinged arch. 
Mach part is supported on pedestals, at the top of which are 
hinges. When the bridge is to be opened each arm rises 
around these hinges while the lower portion rolls upon the 
abutments. The great advantages of this type of bridge, 
are the speed with which they can be opened and closed, and 
the fact that they offer aclear water way from shore to shore, 
which makes them more desirable than the old swing bridges 
with their center pier in mid channel. 

- The Halsted St. lift bridge also offers a clear channel. 
Here this is effected by lifting the span vertically between 
high towers on each bank of the river. It is in fact a huge 
elevator having in place of the ‘‘cage” a bridge truss of 180 . 
feet span, carrying foot passengers, vehicles and street cars 
across the river at this point. The vertical lift is 140 feet 
which gives a head room of 155 feet, or 20 feet more than the 
famous Brooklyn Bridge in New York City. The operator at 
the bridge gave our party a “lift”, the round trip taking about 
five minutes. Operators at open bridges also opened their 
bridges for our benefit, as all of the bridges are opened sever- 
al times each day to see that they are in condition for use at 
all times. 

In the afternoon we visited the track elevation of the C. & 
W. I. Ry., which at present has been completed as far north 
as 47th street, and is being extended toward the city. The 

method employed in this work is to leave one or more of the 
tracks undisturbed, in order to carry the existing traffic, and 
to elevate the rest to the new level by building up the em- 
bankment and by carrying the tracks across the streets by 
means of temporary bridges. After this has been done, the 
traffic is then carried on the elevated tracks, and the others 
are then elevated to the same level, after which the tempo-
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rary bridges are replaced by permanent bridges, usually of 

the plate girder type. 

The Pennsylvania railway is elevating its tracks in this 

same locality, and we visited this work also. In addition to 

the elevation of the main lines, a new gravity classification 

yard is being built, in which all freight is to be classified 

and the trains made up. 

A gravity classification yard, as its name indicates, is one 

in which the force of gravity is made use of. The cars are 

started down a short piece of steep grade and thus gain suffi- 

cient speed to carry them to any part of the yard, which is 

built on a slight down grade. In this way a switch engine 

can remain at one end of the yard, and ‘in a short time can 

sort a long train of cars. 

Saturday morning the unfavorable weather made sight- 

seeing very disagreeable. In spite of this we visited the 14th 

Street Pumping Station of the Chicago Water Works. This 

station c ontains four large vertical triple expansion pumping 

engines, ranging in capacity from 18,000,000 to 380,000,000 

gallons per day. We went down into the pump pits, which 

extend about 40 feet below the street level. The boiler 

plant consists of twelve large boilers, only half of which are 

in use at atime. We also visited a near-by round house of 

the Pennylvania railway, where we saw the methods em- 

ployed in coaling and cleaning the large locomotives. In the 

afternoon we visited the stock yards. One of the members 

of the party hada friend in the office of Swift & Co., and 

through him we obtained a special guide, who spent the 

afternoon showing us all parts of the plant. 

Next plant visited was the Pullman Car Shops at Pullman, 

in which we spent Monday morning, accompanied by two 

guides. We first visited the blacksmith shop, where the car 

axles and other heavy pieces are forged. This is done by 

| means of large steam hammers. The smaller forgings are 

, made by power hammers. We then passed to the car- 

penter shops, in which we saw parlor cars in all stages of 

construction, from the framing until the car is finished and 

|
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ready for use. An exhibition train was being built, but the 
cars had just been framed, so that we could not get much of 
an idea of their final appearance. 

In the afternoon we visited the South Chicago plant of 
the Illinois Steel Co. We were only able to see a small part 
of the plant in operation, as the plate and shape mills were 
not running. This plant is very large, covering about 260 
acres of land, and containing abut 150 buildings of all kinds. 
About 40 miles of railroad tracks connect the various parts 
of the yard and render rapid transportation of material pos- 
sible. 

The ore is brought from the docks, near the lake shore, to 
the blast furnaces, by means of buckets and conveyors, and 
here the crude ore is reduced to the metal, which comes out 
in the shape of molteniron. The waste gases from the blast 
furnaces are used for heating the air blast and also as fuel 
under the boilers which furnish the steam for the air blast en- 
gines. 

The molten metal is taken by trains of ladle cars to the 
Bessemer and open hearth plants where it is made into steel. 
In the Bessemer process the molten iron is placed in a con- 
verter and by means of an air blast the carbon is burned out of 
the iron, after which an amount of spiegeleisen is added 
which will give the steel a required carbon content. 

| This process is very spectacular and is accompanied by in- 
| tensely bright carbon flames and showers of sparks. After 

the process is completed the molten steel is cast into ingots, 
which are taken to the rail mill and are then rolled into rails. 

The rolls used are operated by very powerful engines and 
the huge ingots are handled with great speed, twenty-two 
passes being required to change the ingots, which are about 
eighteen inches square and six feet long, into steel rails thirty 
feet long, each ingot making six rails. In the open hearth 
process the steel is made in a reverbatory furnace. The steel 
made here has a smaller content of carbon than the Besse- 
mer steel and is used for structural shapes, etc., when great 
tensile strength is required.
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This steel is also cast into ingots which are rolled into 

plates and shapes. As the plate and shape mills were not 

running, these ingots were made into billets about six inches 

square and five feet long. 

On Tuesday we inspected the Drainage Canal. 

We went to Lockport via the Sante Fe, whose tracks run 

very close to the canal. The object of this canal is to carry 

the sewerage of Chicago away from Lake Michigan, the 

source of Chicago’s water supply, and also to open up a direct 

water connection between Chicago and the Mississippi River. 

The canal is about thirty miles long, extending from the 

South Branch of the Chicago River in a southwesterly direc- 

tion to Lockport. At Lockport the canal empties into the 

Desplaines River, a tributary of the Illinois River, which 

flows into the Mississippi just above St. Louis. The general 

cross-section of the canal is about 200 feet wide in the base 

and, when carrying its intended capacity of 600,000 cu. ft. 

per minute, has a depth of twenty-two feet of water, which 

will float the largest lake steamers. At Lockport is located 

the controlling works by means of which the amount of water 

flowing from the canal into the Desplaines River is regulated. 

These works consist of sluice gates and a bear trap dam, 

whose crest can be raised or lowered, thus regulating the 

amount of water passing over the top of the dam. This is 

done by the water pressure acting on the under side of the 

dam and is controlled by a set of valves. 

In this way the amount of water flowing from the lake into 

the river is always under control. A power plant of about 

30,000 H. P. is now being built at Lockport. At Joliet, 

about six miles from Lockport, is a large electric power plant 

which furnishes the power for the Chicago-Joliet street car 

line. After inspecting the works at Lockport the party went 

to Joliet and inspected the plant, which is driven by the water 

power obtained from the Desplaines River. 

On Wednesday the party was taken out to several of the 

water supply cribs upon the city tug. This was made pos- 

sible by Mr. Jobn Erickson, until recently city engineer of .
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Chicago, who, while lecturing before the College of Engineer- 

ing a year ago, offered to take any Wisconsin University 

students out to the cribs should they care to make the trip 

when in Chicago. When reminded of this promise by mem- 

bers of the party, he very kindly complied by putting the 

city tug at the disposal of the party. These cribs are large 

protected intake pipes situated from three to five miles out in 

the lake in order to obtain a supply of pure water. They are 

connected to the shore by means of tunnels which lead to the 

various pumping stations in the city. 

This trip ended the tour of inspection and most of the party 

returned to Madison at once. 

W. S. KINNE, ‘04.
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The recent selection by the Board of Regents of Professor 

Frederick E. Turneaure for the important position of Dean 

of the College of Engineering, it is needless to say, meets 

with the most cordial approval of all engineering students 

and the faculty of the college. Since the death of his prede- 

cessor, the late Dean Johnson, Professor Turneaure has been 

called upon to assume the executive duties of the College. 

In the capacity of Acting Dean, a position entailing all the 

responsibility without the actual authority of the position, he 

has encountered and wisely solved, problems resulting from 

6—Eng.
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an unprecedented growth of the College and consequent lack 

of room in the building. These and other problems he has 

met with the same quiet force and efficiency which have 

characterized his entire connection with the University. In 

another column we give a sketch of the Dean by Professor J. 

G. D. Mack, who is well fitted to speak of his connection with 

theUniversity, by reason of his own long service here. 

The growth of the College has been of extraordinary rap- 

idity during the past few years, and its future is a momentous 

one. We are confident that its best possibilities will be real- 

ized under the guidance of Dean Turneaure. 

The editorial board takes pleasure in announcing the elec- 

tion, as Associate Editors of THE ENGINEER the following 

members of the faculty: W. D. Taylor, C. E., Professor of 

Railway Engineering; D. C. Jackson, C. E., Professor of 

Electrical Engineering, and J. G. D. Mack, M. E., Professor 

of Machine Design, representing the three departments of 

the College, namely, civil, electrical and mechanical engi- 

neering. Professors Jackson, Taylor and Mack have always 

shown a kindly interest in THE ENGINEER and we are con- 

fident that their more intimate connection with the journal, 

in the capacity of advisory members of the literary staff, will 

contribute much to its prosperity, literary and technical qual- 

ity. It is not the purpose of the board of editors to make 

THE ENGINEER any the less a student publication, but rather 

to give the editors the benefit of a closer association with 

practical engineers in the selection of material for its readers. 

The position of Graduate Editor, which has been vacant 

since the beginning of the year, has been filled by the elec- 

tion of Mr. Alvin Haase, B. S. C. E., '08. Mr. Haase was 

editor-in-chief of THE ENGINEER during his senior year and 

is now an assistant in Experimental Engineering, in charge of 

the testing laboratory. 

With this issue of the ENGINEER we are giving a revised 

directory of the alumni of the College of Engineering. Al- 

though necessarily somewhat incomplete, it represents a sys-
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tematic and conscientious effort to secure correct information 

concerning the prescnt addresses of the graduates. During 

the past semester, Dean Turneaure has interested himself in 

the matter of revising the directory, and a large number of 

personal letters have been sent out with this end in view. 

He has also been assisted in the work by the Alumni Editor 

of the ENGINEER. 

All readers of the ENGINEER are earnestly requested to 

co-operate with the Dean and the editors, by examining the 

directory carefully and noting any corrections or additions. 

These may be sent to the Dean or to the Alumni Editor of 

the WISCONSIN ENGINEER, and will be given proper atten- 

tion. The directory will be published again this year in the 

June number of this magazine, and also in the College of En- 

ginecring Circular to be issued some time during the present 

semester. 

NOTES AND PERSONALS. 

The two booklets, ‘‘A Few Facts About Astronomy” and 

“‘The Possibilities of this Life,” by Samuel Harris, sent us 

with the compliments of the Samuel Harris Company, of Chi- 

cago, are both interesting and valuable reading. 

Through the kindness of the Vilter Mfg. Co. of Milwaukee, 

the department of Experimental Engineering has just re- 

ceived a set of apparatus permitting the weighing of the liquid 

ammonia passing through the ammonia compressor of the 

refrigerating plant. 

Prof. A. W. Richter received a letter during the past week 

from Mr. A. S. White, of Cleveland, Ohio, stating that com- 

plete models of the White condensers, recently installed in 

our steam laboratory, in connection with the Vilter refriger- 

ating plant, have been shipped to St. Louis to be exhibited at 

the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.
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THE ENGINEER is in receipt of a copy of the desk calendar 

sent out by the Pope Mfg. Co., of Hartford, Conn., announc- 

ing that Col. Albert A. Pope, the founder of the bicycle in- 

dustry in this country is once more at the head of this indus- 

try. Readers of THE ENGINEER may secure this popular 

daily memorandum, by sending five two cent stamps to the 

Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn. 

A number of the seniors in the Civil Engineering Course 

have received copies of Gurley’s Manual, now recognized as 

a standard treatise on all kinds of engineers’ and surveyors’ 

inst ruments, with the compliments of W. & L. E. Gurley, of 

Troy, N. Y. The manual is a valuable book of nearly five 

hundred pages and profusely illustrated. It may be obtained 

by sending a request to the home office at Troy, N. Y. 

Through the courtesy of Mr. S. B. Newberry, manager of 

the Sandusky Portland Cement Company of Sandusky, Ohio, 

the ENGINEER is enabled to give its readers an excellent ar- 

ticle on the manufacture of Portland cement from an engin- 

eering standpoint, covering the main points of the very inter- 

esting lecture on this topic delivered by Mr. Newberry before 

the engineering students on January 12th. The address was. 

given without notes or manuscript, but at the request of the 

ENGINEER, Mr. Newberry consented to dictate a synopsis of 

his address on his return to Sandusky. For the cuts illus- 

trating the article we are indebted to Mr. Wm. Seafert, 

editor of Cement and Engineering News, of Chicago. 

Mr. T. L. C ondron, Consulting Engineer, of Chicago, de- 

livered a very interesting lecture on ‘‘Reinforced Concrete,” 

in the auditorium of the Engineer building, Friday afternoon, 

February 12. The lecture consisted of a report upon a series 

of tests of large steel-concrete beams, designed according to 

the formula derived by A. L. Johnson, of St. Louis, a brother 

of the late Dean Johnson. The lecture was well illustrated 

with lantern slides, showing photographs of the testing appa- 

ratus used, also the strength curves of the beams, and of the 

pe
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beams themselves before and after failure. Although the 

concrete used in the beams was considerably inferior to the 

standard concrete for which the Johnson formula was de- 

rived, yet the tests developed a strength greater than the 

theoretical strength where the reinforcing steel was distrib- 

uted in smaller rods, and only about 5 per cent. less than 

the theoretical strength where larger rods were used. Con- 

crete-steel construction offers an attractive field for investi- 

gation at the present time, and Mr. Condron’s address served 

to give a very good idea of some of the things that are 

being done along this line outside of college laboratories. 

THE ELECTRIC CLUB OF PITTSBURG. 

THE ENGINEER is in receipt of an attractive brochure, des- 

criptive of the Electric Club, of Pittsburg, Pa., an organiza- 

tion composed of the apprentices of the Westinghouse Elect- 

ric & Manufacturing Company of that city. These young 

men by reason of their supplementary work in connection 

with the club enjoy exceptional opportunities for practical 

post graduate study in electrical engineering, most of them 

being graduates of technical schools. In the present enroll- 

ment are a number of Wisconsin graduates who are in the 

employ of the Westinghouse company, and by their invita- 

tion members of the present senior class who visited Pitts- 

burg on the fall inspection trip, spent a very pleasant evening 

at the head quarters of the club. 

The engineering apprentice makes the Electric Club sup- 

plement, in a general way, his shop work, in much the same 

manner that laboratory and shop practice in colleges supple- 

ment the theory of the text book and the lecture room. Un- 

der the direction of various committees, the older engineers 

are by a systematic plan brought into service for lectures and 

talks; and there are discussions among the young engineers 

themselves. There is a general lecture each week and there 

are numerous minor meetings of small engineering societies, 

or sections as they are termed, each having a definite subject, 

a particular leader, and bi-weekly meetings.
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The club enrolls others besides engineering apprentices. 
There are men from high schools, men who have had a year 
or two at college or perhaps a still longer service in some 
school of experience; there are ambitious young men from 
various departments of the works; there are shop foremen and 
men from the testing departments, engineers who have re- 
cently emerged from apprenticeship and engineers who are 
older—though all are young men still—and others of the Elec- 
tric Company, together with men from other Westinghouse 
companies. 

In addition to its engineering work, the club affords oppor- 
tunities for the social entertainment of its members by dances, 
whist and chess clubs, an orchestra, andathletic teams. The 

club is organized under the direct patronage of the Westing- 
house company, which encourages its employes in every way 
possible to continue their scientific and theoretical work be- 
gun in the schools, along with the practical commercial work 
which the shops afford. 

NEW PATENTS. 

745,349. ENGINE-GOVERNOR. Epwarp M. Hewserr, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to 
General Electric Company, a corporation of New York. Filed May 31, 1891, 

Serial No. 62,624. (No model) 

The combination of a centrifugal governor, an adjustable 
counterbalancet herefor, an electrically-operated motor 
mounted on the counterbalanee-arm to oppose by its weight 
the effect of the counterbalance, and means operated by the 
motor for varying the value of the counterbalance. 

746,186, STEAM-BOLLER. James P. SNEpvoN, Barberton, Ohio, assignor to the Stirling 
Company, Chicago, Ill, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Feb, 25, 1903. 

Serial No. 145,048. (No model.) 

An element for a sectional steam-generator comprising 
a vertical header divided longitudinally into two chambers, a 
short vertical header opposite the lower end thereof, a series 
of water-tubes connecting said headers, some of said tubes 
communicating with one of the chambersin the divided head-
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er and the remainder of said tubes communicating with the 

other chamber in said divided header, and other water-tubes 

connected to said divided header aud comprising outer tubes 

communicating with one of the chambers in said header and 

having their outer ends closed, and inner open-ended tubes 

communicating with the other chamber in said header 

projecting into the outer tubes. 

747,109. CORLISS VALVE-GEAR FOR STEAM-ENGINES. Winuian Warrant, Brook- 
lyn, N. Y.; Mary E, Wright administratrix of said William Wright, deceased. 

Filed Aug. 9, 1902. Renewed Nov. 13, 1903. Serial No. 181,097. (No model.) 

The latch mechanism is transferred from the bell-cranks 

to the wrist plate. The bell-crank links of the admission 

valves are attached to false wrist plates which are moved by 

the wrist plate through latches. The governor releases the 

latch when the dashpot draws the false wrist plate back and 

so closes the valve again. 

747,008. APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING THE SUPPLY OF FEED-WATER TO 
STEAM-BOILERS. Heyry A. FLeussStaines, England, assignor, to Fleuss 

Patent Automatic Boiler Feed and Motor Car Syndicate, Limited, London, 
England. Filed March 30, 1903. Serial No, 150,284. (No model.) 

Consists of a tube which fills with water when the water 

level is high enough. When the water falls it fills with steam 

and the heat expands it and so operates the mechanism. 

747,926. MULTIPLE-CYLINDER STEAM-ENGINE. Henry 8. BAtowrx, Lynn, Mass., 
assignor, by mesne assignments, to General Electric Company, a Corporation 

of New York. Filed June 1, 1903. Serial No. 159,483. (No model.) 

Single acting cylinders arranged parallel to the main shaft. 

The piston rods connect to crossheads which also move par- 

allel to the shaft and connecting rods connect to the arms of 

a wabbler pivoted on a ball and socket joint. The wabbler 

connects to and drives the shaft by acrankon the latter. The 

valves are poppet valves moved by cams on the main shaft.
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47,927, EXHAUST-RELIEF FOR STEAM-VEHICLES, Avavsrus A. Batt, Jr. Lynn 
Mass., assignor, by mesne assignments, to General Electric Company, a Corpora- 

tion of New York. Filed June 8, 1908. Serial No. 160,462. (No model.) 

In combination, a boiler normally working under natural 

draft, a burner, an engine, a condenser, arranged to receive 
the exhaust from the engine, a relief-valve in the condenser 
system which opens when the volume of steam delivered by 
the engine exceeds the capacity of the condenser, and a con- 
duit which receives the exhaust from the relief-valve and dis- 

charges it in a manner to increase the draft on the burner. 

ALUMNI DIRECTORY. 

The Alumni Directory given below is as near complete as 
we can make it with our present information. In this we 
have been assisted by Dean F. E. Turneaure, who is revising 
and completing an Alumni Directory for the catalogue of the 

College of Engineering, and who gave us free access to his 
information as far as he had collected the same. However, 
neither the Dean nor the WISCONSIN ENGINEER has been 
able to obtain the correct addresses of all the Alumni. 
Those which are doubtful or unknown are marked with 
asterisks (*). A directory to be of any value must be com- 
plete and correct. Wecan do no more than we have done 
without further help from the Alumni. — It is therefore of im- 
perative necessity that the Alumni do all they can to keep us 
informed. Any infor mation will be of equal value to this and 
the catalogue directory. This directory will be published 
again ina later number and in order to have it complete and 
correct all information must be sent in immediately. 

Abbott, Clarence E., B.S. M. E., ’01, 433 Murray St., Madison, Wis. 
Adams, B. C., B.S. E. E. 03, Madison, Wis., Madison Gas and Electric 

Co. 

*Adams, Bertram F., B.S. M. E., ’02. 

Adams, W. K., 6405 Stewart Ave., Chicago, Il. 
Adamson, Wm. H., B.S. C, E., ’86, Seattle, Wash., Draftsman. 
Ahara, Edwin H., B.S. C. E., ’92;M. E., 96, Mishawaka, Ind., Supt. of 

Dodge Mfg. Co.
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Ahara, Geo. V., B.S. M. E., 95, 1020 Oak St., Beloit, Wis., With Fair- 
. banks, Morse & Co. 

Ahara, Theo. H., B.S. M. E., 00, Williamsport, Pa., Williamsport Staple 
Co. 

*Albers, John F., B.S. C. E.,’77; C. E., °78, Antigo, Wis., Druggist. 
Alexander, Walter B., B.S. M.E., °97, Minneapolis, Minn., Asst. Mast. 

Mech., care of C. M. & St. P. Ry. 

Allen, Andrews B., B. S. C. E., ’91, 1022 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago, M1., 

Wisconsin Bridge Co. 
Allen, John S., B.S. E. E., 97, Beloit, Wis., Mgr. Beloit Electric Light 

Co. 

Alverson, Harry B., B. S. EK. E., °93, 40 Court St., Buffalo, N. Y., 
Cataract Power & Conduit Co. 

Anderson, A. E., B.S. M. E., 03, 818 Lincoln Ave., Schenectady, N. Y. 

General Electric Co. 
Anderson, Gustave A., B.S. M. E., 02, 367 Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill. 
*Arms, Richard M., B.S. EF. E., ’94. 

Aston, Jas. B., B.S. E, E., 98, 1042 National Ave., Milwaukee, Wis., 
care of Thomas Aston & Son. 

Atkins, Hubbard C., B, S. M. E., ’01, Milwaukee, Wis., Allis-Chalmers 
Co. 

*Austin, W. A., B.S. M. E., ’99. 

Baehr, Wm. A., B.S. C. E., ’84, St. Louis, Mo., Engr. for La Clede Gas 
Co. 

Bailey, H. E., B.S. E. E., ’03, 2 Eagle St., Schenectady, N. Y., General 
Elect. Co. 

Baldwin, Geo. W., B. S. C. E., ’85, Crete, Neb., Lumber Dealer. 

*Bamford, F, E., B. S. M. E., ’87, Atlanta, Ga., Lieut. U.S. A. 

Barnes, Chas. B., B. S. M. E., ’00, 200 Oakwood Blvd., Chicago, IIL, 
Engineering Dept. Sargent & Lundy. 

*Barr, J. M., B.S. M. E., ’99. 
Bassett, Henry Smith, C. E., ’71, Preston, Minn., Lawyer. 
Bauss, Richard E., B. S. M. E., 00, Pittsburg, Pa., Western Elec. Co. 
*Bachelder, Clare H., B.S. M. E., ’01. 
Balsley, Eugene A., B.S. C. E., 02, Chicago, Ill., American Bridge Co. 

Barkhausen, Louis H., B. S. M. E., 701, Racine, Wis., J. I. Case Co. 

Bebh, Edward C., B.S. C. E., °96, Washington, D. C., U. 8. Geol. Survey. 

Beebe, Murray C., B.S. E. E., 97, Pittsburg, Pa., Nernst Lamp Co. 
Belling, J. W., B.S. E. E., 03, Schenectady, N. Y., General Electric Co. 

Bennett, Chas. W., B.S. M. E., ’92, Elwood, Ind., American Tin Plate 
Co. 

Benson, F. H., B.S. C. E., 91, New Insurance Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis. 
Bently, F. W., B. S. M. E,. 98, 153 La Salle St., Chicago, [l., Prin. 

Manual Training Dept. Association College. 

Berg, William C., B. 8. C. E., ’02, died 1903. 
Bergenthal, V. W., B. S. E. E.,’97, Chicago, Ill., 5808 S. Park Ave., 

Automatic Switch and Signal Co. 

Bertke, W. J., B.S. E. E., 03, Sioux City, Iowa, Souix City Gas and 
Electric Co.
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Bertrand, Phil. A., B.S. E. E., 95, Springfield, Mo. 

Berry, Claude, B.S. C. E., ’01, 2854 Minnehaha Ave., Minneapolis, Minr., 

Struct. Engr. Minn. Steel and Mch. Co. 

Biefeld. Paul A., B.S. E. E., 94, Prof. of Elec. Eng. School of Heil- 

perghausen, Ger. 

Bird, Henry, B.S. C. E., ’94, died Dee. 22, ’01. 

Bird, Hobart S., B.S. C. E., 94; LL. B., ’96, San Juan, Porto Rico. 

*Bliss, Wm. S., B. S. M. E., ’80, Williams, Arizona, J. M. Dennis Lum- 
ber Co, 

Boardman, Harry B., B.S. KE. E., 93, New York City. 

Boardman, Horace P., B.S. C. E., ’94, Milwaukee, Wis., Merrill Park 
Depot. 

*Bohan, Wm. J., B.S. E. EL, ’95. 

Boldenweck, Felix W., B. S. M. E., ’02, 27 Stratford Place, Chicago, 

Iil., Testing Dept. Western Elec. Co. 

Boley, C. U., B.S. C. E., ’83; C. E., 99, Sheboygan Wis., City Engineer. 

Boorse, Jesse M., B.S. E. E., 95, 721.S. Willow Ave., Austin, Ill. 

Bossert, Chas. P., B. S. M. E., 88, 179 36th St., Mlwaukee, Wis., Pfister 
& Vogel Leather Co. 

Boynton, C. W., B.S. M. E., °98, Sedro-Woolley, Skagit Co. , Wash. 
Brace, Jas. H., B.S. C. K., °92, 225 W. 33rd St., New York City, Engin- 

eer P.N. Y. & L. I. R’y. 

Bradish, Geo. B., B.S. C. E., °76; C. E., 78, La Crosse, Wis., Civil En- 

gineer. 

*Bradley, Wm. H., B. S.C. E., °78, Mingo Junction Ohio, Junction Iron 

and Steel Co. 

‘Brandt, Hugo W., B.S. C. E., 03, Madison, Wis., Ass’t Engineer, State 
Board Assesment. 

Brennan, Wm. M., B. S. C. E., 94, Cato, Manitowoe Co., Wisconsin, 
Ass't Engr. Wis. Central Ry. 

Brobst, J. E., B.S. E. E., ’03, Schenectady, N. Y., General Elect. Co. 

*Broenniman, Arnold E., B.S. C. E., ’97. 

Brown, Geo. W., B.S. C. E., ’86; C. E., 90, Tortugas, Monroe Co., Fla., 

Gov. Works. 

Brown, L. R., B.S. iE. E., 03, Schenectady, N. Y , General Elect. Co. 

Brown, Perry F., B.S. C. E., ’97, 412 E. 23d St., Oakland, Cal., City En- 
gineer, Oakland, Cal. 

Brown, Samuel L., B. S. M. E., ’89, Tacoma, Wash., Tacoma Smelting 

Co. 

Brown, Thane R., B. S. C. E., 95, box L, No. Milwaukee, Wis., Wis. 

Bridge & Tron Co. 

Burdick, Wm. C., B. S.C. E., 01, 1015 Sycamore St., Milwaukee, Wis., 

St. Paul Depot, 

Buerstatte, F. W., B.S. M. E., ’01, 1440 Park Ave., Chicago, Il, C. & 

N. W. Ry. 
Bucey, John H., B.S. C. E., 95, died Dee. 4, 1896. 
*Buckley, W. J., B.S. E. E., 799. 

Bump, Milan R., B.S. E. E., 02, 620 Langdon St., Madison, Wis., Gradu- 
ate, University of Wisconsin.
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Burgess, Chas. F., B.S. E. E., 95, University of Wisconsin, Ass’st Prof. 

of Elec. Eng. 

Burgess, Geo. H., B. S. C. E., °95, Pittsburg, Pa., Penn. Lines Chief 

Engineer's Office. 

Burkholder, Chas. I., B. S. E. E., 96, Schenectady, N. Y., Gen. Elec. Co. 

Burton, Wm. C., B.S. E. E., 93, 22 A, College Hill, Cannon St., London, 

Eng., J. G. White & Co., Limited. 
Buttles, Ben. E., B.S. E. E., 700, 1260 Old Colony Bldg., Chicago, Hl., 

Cadby, J. N., B.S. E. E., ’03, 601 S. Few St., Madison, Wis., Northern 

Elec. Co. 

*Campbell, Bert, B. S. EB. E., °98, Chicago, Tl. 
Carey, Jas. L., B. S. M. E., ’88, 306 Baird Ave., Austin Station, Chicago, 

Ill., Amer. Strawboard Co. 
Carlsen, Chas. J., B.S. M. E., ’96, River Forest, Il., Elect. Engineer. 

Carpenter, Chas. G., B.S. C. E., ’82, City Hall, Milwaukee, Wis., Park 

| Sup’t. 
Carter, B, B., B.S. M. E., ’88, 1644 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago, Hl. 

| Caverno, Xenophon, B. S. M. E., °90, Kewaunee, Ill., Kewaunee Gas 

Light & Coke Co. 

Clausen, Leon R., B. S. E. E., ’97, Milwaukee, Wis., Chief Signal En- 

gineer, C., M. & St. P. R’y. 
Cochran, Rob’t B., B.S. M. E., °97, St. James Park, Rochester, N. Y., 

Cochran-Bly Machine Works. 

*Cole, Chas. M., B.S. M. E., 702. 
Cole, Harry W., B.S.M. E., ’02, Milwaukee, Wis., Allis-Chalmers Co. . 

*Colby, L. W., Beatrice, Neb. 

Comstock, Nathan, B.S. M. E., ’97, Arcadia, Wis., Attorney. 
Connor, S. P., 301 W. 57th St., New York, N. Y. 

Connolly, Pat. H., B.S. C. E., ’85, Racine, Wis., City Engineer. 

Conover, Allen D., Ph. B. C. E., 75, 151 W. Gilman St., Madison, Wis., 

Architect. 

*Conradson, C. M., B.S. M. E., ’83; M. E., ’85. 
Cook, Thomas R., B. S. M. E., ’00, 421 E. Berry St., Fort Wayne, Ind., 

Penn. R’y Lines. 
Coombs, Ed. C., B. S. C. E., 97, 310 Madison, St., Madison, Wis. 

Cooper, A. S., B.S: C. E., 781; C. E., ’83, Savannah, Ga., U. S. Ass’t En- 

gineer. 
Cosgrove, J. F., KE. E., °96, 919 Pine St., Scranton, Pa., Scranton Corres- 

pondence School. 

Cornish, Ross C., B. S. C. E., 97, Milwaukee, Wis., 1st Ass’t Sup’t Milw. 

Gas Light Co. 

Cowie, H. J., B.S. C. E., ’03, Niagara Falls South, Ontario, Ontario 

Const. Co. 
Crandall, H. R., B.S. M. E., ’98, 180 23d St., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Crane, Edgar W., B.S. E. E., 95, Orizaba, Mexico. 

Crenshaw, Thos. P., B.S. KE. E., 95, died. 
Crowell, Robinson, E. E., '96, Sacramento, Cal., Sacramento Elec., Gas 

& Ry. Co.
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Curtis, Norman P., B.S. C. E., 01, Madison, Wis. 
Dean, Chas. L., B.S. M. E., 01, 917 S. 10th St., Lincoln, Neb., Univer- 

sity of Nebraska. 
Dean, G.C., B.S. M. K., 03, Milwaukee, Wis., Nordberg Mfg. Co. 
Dean, J. S., B.S. M. E., 703. 

De Lay, Frederic A., B.S. KE. E., 702, Lock Box, 369, Houghton, Mich. 
Instructor Mich. School of Mines. 

Diehl, Guy K., B.S. C. K., 02, Hibbing, Minn., U. S. Steel Corp. 

*Dixon, Fred. B., B.S. C. E., 97, New London, Wis. 

Dixon, John K., B.S. M. E., 00, 68 4th St., Dunkirk, N. Y., Brooks Lo- 
comotive Works. 

Dodge, Jos., B.S. M. K., ’84, 707 Women’s Temple, Chicago, Ill., West- 
ern Agent, J. R. Kein & Co. 

*Dodge, McClellan, B. S. C. E., ’84, Eau Claire, Wis., City Engineer. 
Douglass, C. C., B.S. M. E., ’03, 502 Summit Ave., Schenectndy, N. Y,. 

General Elec. Co. 
Dousman, Jas. H., B.S. C. E., 84, 73 31st St., Milwaukee, Wis., General 

Practice. 

Dow, Herbert W., B. S.M. E., 02, Room 402, Engineering Hall, Ames, 

fowa, Instructor, lowa Agri. College. 
Duffy, Wm. F., B.S. C. E., ’84, Montgomery, La., Ass’t Engineer S. & 

R. B. V. Ry. 
Durand, Samuel B., B.S. C. E., 91; C. E., Stanford, 94, died at Denver, 

Col., Oct. 29, 1900. 

*Dutcher, John E., B.S. E. E. ‘97. 
Earle, Roy R., B.S. 6. E., 02, Schenectady, N. Y., General Elec. Co. 
Karll, C. 1, B.S. M. E., °85, 76 Williams St., New York City, Consulting 

Mech. Engineer. 

*lgan, R.A. B.S. C.E., 99, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Khreke, G. W. R., B.S. EK. E., °02., 917 State St., Schenectady, N. Y., 

General Mlec. Co. 

Ehrnbeck, Anton D., B.S. C. E., 02, 22 34th St., Milwaukee, Wis., Mer- 

rill Park Depot, C., M. & St. P. Ry. 

Ekern, f. A.. B.S. i. EL, °03, 502 N. Aurora St., Ithaca, N. Y., Fellow, 

Cornell University. 
Kla, Edwin 8, B.S. C.E., 96, Washington, D. C., Topographer U. S.G.S. 
Elliott, H.S., B.S. Kh. ., 703, Helena, Mont., Mo. River Power Co. 
Ellis, John I*., B.S. C. K., ’87,, died Dee. 9, 1890, Evansville, Wis. 

Elser, R. C., B.S. C. E., died May 17, 1900. 
Emerson. Fred M., B.S. C. E., 00, 299 2nd Ave., Milwaukee, Wis., Mil- 

waukee Bridge Co. 

*iKrbach, Wm. Z., B.S. M. B., 93, Athens, Wis., Lumber Business. 

Erickson, Erick T., B.S. C. E., °88; C.E.,’90, 223 N. 8th St., St. Joseph, Mo. 

*Evans, Ed. M., B.S. E. E., 94, 2277 Paulina St., Chicago, Ill., Bridge 
Inspector. 

*lvans, Geo. B., B.S. C. EL, 94, 348 Atlantic Ave., Pittsburg, Pa. 

Fairchild, David L., B.S. C. E., 90, 17 Columbia Block, Duluth, Minn. 
Falconer, Robt. C., B.S. C. E.. °95, Vanceburg, Ky.
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Farris, Jas. A., B.S. M. E., ’00, Harvey, I]., Whiting Foundry Kquip- 
ment Co, 

Fehr, H., B.S. M. E., ’84; LL. B., ’86, Empire Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis., 

Lawyer. 

Fisher, John J., B. S. C. E., ’76, Prescott, Ariz., U. S. Dep’t, Mineral 

Survey. 

*Pisher, John R., B.S. C. E., 74; C. E., ’80, Beaver Dam, Wis. Lumber 

| Dealer. 
Foote, F. I., Cincinnati, Ohio, Bullock Mfg. Co. 

Ford, Arthur H., B.S. E. E., °95, Atlanta, Ga., Prof. Elect. Iing., Georgia. 
Schoool of Tech. 

Ford, Fred H., B.S. E. E., ’93, Milwaukee, Wis., Northern Electric Co. 
Fowle, Fred F., B. 8. C. E., ’93., Wauwatosa, Wis. 
*Fowle, Harry H., B.S. E. E. ’95. 

Fowler, Myron M., B. S. E. E., ’01, 841 W. Adams St., Chicago, I1., 
“Western Elec. Co., Engr. Dep’t. 

Fox, Henry, B.S. M. E., ’92, 1620 N. Madison Ave., Peoria, Ill. 

Frankenfield, Budd D., B.S. E. E., °95; E. E., ’96., Pittsburg, Pa., care 

of Nerst Lamp Co. 

Fratt, Fred W., B.S. C. E.,’82, 1001 N. Broadway, Oklahoma City, O. T., 
Chief Engr. Texas & Oklahoma Ry. Co. 

Freschl, E., B.S. M. E., ’99, 3405 Wells St., Milwaukee, Wis., Supt. Kal- 
amazoo Knitting Co. 

Fricke, August C., B.S. M. E., ’01., Corliss, Milwaukee, Wis. 

Friend, J. H., B. S. E. E., 03, Chicago, Tl., Sullivan Machinery Co. 

Frost, O. J, ’82,1752 Champa St., Denver, Col., Assayer. 

Fugina, A. R., B.S. C. E., 98, No. 1—W. Kinzie St., Chicago, Il., Asst. 
Engr. C. & N. W. Ry. 

Fuldner, Henry C., B.S. C. E., 97, 366 Greenbush St., Mlwaukee, Wis., 

A. Moensted & Co. 

Funk, Wm. F., B. S. M. E.,’91, 1407 Main St., La Crosse, Wis., M. Funk 
Boiler Works. 

Gapen, J. C., B.S. E. E,, 03, Chicago, Ill., Chicago Edison Co. 

Gardner, Stephen, B.S. E. E., ’02, Chicago, Ill., Chicago Edison Co. 

Gerlings, H. J.,|B. S. M. E., ’03, 248 29th St., Milwaukee, Wis., Allis 
Chalmers Co. 

*Gerdtzen, G. A., B.S. M. E., ’93, University of Illinois, Ass’t Prof. of 
Machine Design. 

Gerlach, T. A., B.S. C. E., ’98, 15124 Turlington Ave., Harvey, Il-, 
Head Draftsman, Paige Iron Works. 

Gibson, Wm. J., B.S. M. E., 02, Madison, Wis., Fuller & Johnson Co. 

Goddard, A. L., B. S. M. E., ’96, Hadden Heights, N. J. 

Golder, Lloyd W., B.S. M. E., ’95; B. S. E. E., 96, 18-24 W. Randolph 
St., Chicago, Ill., Sec’y Lee Mfg. Co. 

Goodenough, C. F., B.S. G. E., 03, West De Pere, Wis., Asst. Supt. 
Paper Mills. 

*Gooding, Wm. H., B. S. C. E., ’73, Independence, Lowa. 

Granke, Leo E., B.S. C. E., 00, Washington, U. S. Geol. Survey.
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Greaves, A. C., B.S. C. E., ’03, Marshfield, Wis., City Engr. 

Gregerson, Louis T., B.S. C. B., °95, 66 U. S. Nat. Bank Building, Oma- 

ha, Neb., C. & N. W. Ry. 
*Grege. H. B., B.S. M. E.,, 92, San Bernardino, Cal., Engr. of Tests, 

Santa Fe Ry. 

*Grey. John C., B.S. M. E., 702. 

Griffith, John H., B.S. C. E., °93, Pittsburg, Pa., J. R. Stewart Co. 
Grover, A. J., B.S. C. E., ’81; C. E., ’83, Smithport, Pa., Res. Engr. P. 

S.& N.R.R. 

*Grover, Allison S., B.S. M. E., ’95. 

Haase, Alvin, B. S. C. E., °03, 620 Langdon St., Madison, Wis., Asst., 
University of Wisconsin. 

Hackney, Robert H., B.S. M. E.,’93, 1719 Grand Ave., Milwaukee, Wis., 
President Pressed Steel Tank Co. 

Hadfield, R. H., B.S. M. E., '08, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa, Inst. in 

Mach. Dasign. 

Hahn. J. F.. B.S. C. K., 03, Century Bldg., St. Louis, Mo., St. Louis Ex- 

perimental Co. 

Hain, Jas. C.. B.S. C. E., 93, 192 Fullerton Ave., Chicago, []., Engr. 

C., M. & St. Paul Ry. 

Hambuechen, C., B. 8. KE. E.,'99; E. F..’00, University of Wisconsin, Itstr. 

Electro Chemistry. 

Hamilton. Harvey F., B.S. C. E., 92, Havre, Mont., Asst. Engr. G. N. 
R.R. 

Hammerschlag, James G., B.S. M. I., 02, Milwaukee, Wis., Nordberg, 

Mtg. Co. 
Hancock, L. M., B.S. M. E., ’88, 234 Third St., San Francisco, Cal., Gen- 

eral Supt. of Bay Counties Power Co. 

Hansen, Osear, B.S. EK. i, °94, 2147 Sherman Ave., Evanston, Il. 

*Hanson, A., B.S. C. E., 799. 

Hanson. Walter S8., B.S. M. E., ’95, Oklahoma City, Oakla., Pres. Okla. 

Cotton Product Co. 

*Hanson, Henry O., 92 W. Jersey St., Elizabeth N. J. 

Hargrave, R. W., B.S. M. E., ’99, Madison, Wis, Northern Electric Co. 

Harris, H. J., 93, Pocatello, Idaho, Asst. Engr. O. S. L. R. R. 
Harrison, C. N., B.S. C. E., ’82, Portsmouth N. H., U.S. Navy Yards. 

Harriman, F. J., B.S. C. E., ’89, 908 Perry St., Appleton, Wis., City 

Ener. 
Hartman, Rudolph, B.S. C. E., ’01, 916 24th St., Milwaukee, Wis., Con- 

sult. Engr. 

Hart. Chas. W., B.S. M. E., ’96, Home address, 609 Iowa St., Charles 

City. Ia., Hart, Parr& Co. 
Hartwell, Frank L, B.S. M. E., ’95, died 1897. 

Harvey, John L., B.S. M. E., ’00, 213 19th St., Milwaukee, Wis., Pres. 

Pump Works 

Haskin, Edwin E., B.S. M. E., ’01, 3125 Wells Street, Milwaukee, Wis., 

Nordberg Engine Co. 

Hawn. Russell J., B.S. C. E, 01, Craigsville, Va., Portland Cement 

Works.
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Hayden, Chas. B., B.S. E. E.,’96, Sun Prairie, Wis., Pres. Elec. & 

Laundry Co. 
Heald, Kugene H., B.S. C. E., 00, 314 Pleasant St., Oak Park, 1, 

Contr. Agt. Amer. Bridge Co. 

Hegeg, John R., B.S. C. E., °00, killed on the Island of Luzon, Jan 25, 

1902. 

Hedke, Chas. R., B.S. C. E., 00’, Ft. Collins, Col., Consult. Engr. Stein 
& Hedke. 

Heine, R E., B.S. E. E., ’98, University of Washington, Asst. Prof. of 

Elec. Eng. 

Hile, Chas. H., M. E., ’94, 552 Harrison Ave., Boston, Mass., Boston 
Elevated Ry. 

*Hill, J. M.. B.S. EB. C., 703. 
Hinrichs, Christian, B.S. M. E., °90, 3295 Park Ave., Philadelphia, Pa., 

Cramp & Son’s Ship Yards. 

Hippenmeyer, Irving R., B.S. M. E., *02, Madison, Wis., Gisholt Ma- 

| chine Co. 
Hirschberg, Walter P., B.S. C. If., ’00, 223 Lincoln St., Johnstown, Pa., 

Cambria Steel Co, 
Hirshheimer, H. J., B.S. M. i, ’91, 218 N. 8th St., La Crosse, Wis., 

La Crosse Plow works 
Hobart, F. G., B.S. M. E., ’86; M. K., ’90, 724 Prairie Ave., Beloit, Wis. 

Hogan, J. J., B.S. KE. 1., 999, Chicago, [ll., Western Electric Co. 

Hohnbock, R. O. G., ‘B.S. M. E., Joliet, M1., Draftsman Am. Steel and 

Wire Co. 

Holt, F. W., B.S. C. E., M. L. °88; LL. B., ’89, Washington, D. C., U.S. 

Patent Office. 

Hoskins, A. J., Room 2, Iron Bldg., Denver, Col., Ch. Engr. Leyden 

Coal Co. 
Hoskins, L. M., B. S., ’83; M. S., 85; C. E. ’87, Prof. of Mechanics Stan. 

ford University, Cal. 

Hotchkiss, W. O., B.S G.E., 03, 613 Francis St,, Madison, Wis., Mining 

Ing. Work. 

Howland, H. P., B. S. M. E., ’03, 7663 Railroad Ave., Windsor Park, 

Chicago, [1., Ill. Steel Co. 

Hoyt, Warren A., B.S. C. E., '00, 808 Kalamazoo Ave., Kalamazoo, 

Mich. 

Huels, F. W., B.S. E. E., 03, Asst. at U. W., Madison, Wis. 

Humphrey, C. W., B.S. E. E., ’00, Denver, Col., Denver Gas and Electric 
Co. 

*Hunner, Karl ., B.S. C. E., 00, Washington, D. C., Tom Thumb Mine 

Republic. 

. Hurd, John T., B.S. C. E., 01. 

Hurd, Nathanial L., B. S. M. E., 01, Joliet, I11., Amer. McKenna Pro- 

cess Co. 

Icke, John F., B.S. C. E., 00, Madison, Wis., City Engineer. 
James, Ben W., B.S. M. E-, '97, 401 Herkimer, Joliet, [11., [linois Steel 

Co.
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James, Oscar B., B.S. M. E., ’91, Richland Center, Wis. 

Jenne, R. L., B.S. i. E., 798, died. 

Jones, Geo. H., B.S. KE. E., ’97, 1389 Adams St., Chicago, Ill., Chicago: 
Kdison Co. 

Johnson, A. L., B.S. M. E., ’03, 695 N. Robey St., Chicago, Ill. 

Johnson, Carl A., B.S. M. E., ’91, Madison, Wis., Gisholt Machine Co. 
Joyce, Pat. F., BLS. C. E., 793, Abbottsford, Wis., Engr. with Wiscon- 

sin Central. 

Keachie, G. R., B.S. C. E., 03, Madison, Wis. 
Keller, C. A., B.S. E. E., °99, Chicago, Ill., Contr. Engr. Chicago Edison 

Co. 

Kelley, Patrick J., B.S. KE. K., 02, care of J. G. White, 43 Exchange 
Place, New York, N. Y. 

Kiehl, Wallace P., B.S. E. E., 97, 52 Broadway, New York City. 
King, Arthur C., B.S. M. I., 01, Madison, Wis., Northern Electric Co. 
Kirchoffer, Wm. G., B. 8. C. E., 97, Baraboo, Wis., City Engineer, 

Klug, L. J., B.S. C. i, ‘98, 353 15th Ave., Milwaukee, Wis., American 
Bridge Works. 

Knowles, J. H., B.S. C. E.,’99, 112 N. Main St., Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Asst. Engr. S. P. Los A. Salt L. R. R. 

Kohl, Oliver B., B.S. I. E., '02, Denver, Col., care of the Gas and Elec- 
tric Company. 

Kremers, John G., B.S. I. ls., 98, 554 4th St., Milwaukee, Wis. 
Kratsch, Wm. H., B. S.M. E., 97, 232 W. Irving St., Oshkosh, Wis., 

Supt. Geo. Challoners Sons Co, 

Krumrey, R. G., St. Louis, Mo., Electric Plant, Laclede Gas Light Co. 
Kurtz, Chas. M., B.S. C. E., 97, care W. EK. Marsh, Ogden Utah, C. P. 

R. R. construction. 
Kurtz, Kd. B., B.S.M.E., 94, 4629 Wagner Place, St. Louis., Mo., Supt. 

Laclede Power Co. 
Lademan, Otto T., B.S. E. E, ’97 St. Louis, Mo., St. Louis Elec. Con- 

struction Co. 

*Lacey, Frank H., B.S. E. E., 01. 

*Landgraf, F. K., B.S. M. E. 798. 
Lapham, Chas., B.S. C. E., ’81, 3118 Mt. Vernon Ave., Milwaukee, Wis., 

C. M. & St. P. Ry. 
Lardner, Henry A, B.S. E. E., 93; E. E., ’95, 29 Broadway, New York 

City, J. G. White & Co. 
Lathrop, Wm. F., B. S. KE. E., ’02, Denver, Col., Sullivan Mach. Co. 
*Laurgaard, Olaf, B. S. C. E. ’03, Asst. Engr. U. S. G. S. 

Lawton, E. W., B.S. M. E., ’89, DePere, Wis., Sec’y and Treas., C. A. 
Lawton Co. 

Lea, John M., B. S. E. E., 02, Chicago, Il., Western Elec. Co. 
Legg, Ernest F., B.S. E. E., ’01, 734 State St.. Schenectady, N. Y., Gen- 

eral Electric Co. 

Leich, Oscar M., B.S. E. E., °98, 610 Wilson Ave., Ravenswood Sta., 
Chicago, M1. 

Lemon, Luther E., B.S. E. E., ’96, 158 Iowa Avs., Aurora, IIL, Secy. 
Vindex Elec. Co.
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*Lennon, Hawley D., B.S. G, E., ’02. 
Leuth, Emil S., B.S. M. E.,’97, 213 14th St., Milwaukee, Wis., Desi gner, 

Brown Corliss Engine Co. 

Leuth, P. F., B. S. M. E., 98, Milwaukee, Wis., Cutler-Hammer Co, 

Lindem, Olaf J., B. S. C. E.. 700, died at San Antonia, Texas. 
Lindeman, A. S., B. S. M. E., ’85; M. E. ’87 2912 Highland Blvd, Milwau- 

kee, Wis., Mgr. Imperial Spring Co. 
Lisberger, S. J., B.S. E. E., 03, San Antonia, Tex., San Antonia Gas & 

Electric Co. 

Lloyd, Conrad C., B. S. C. E., ’96,, 860 Cass St., Milwaukee, Wis., C. M. 

& St. P. Ry. 

*Logemann, R. T., B. S. C. E., ’99. 

Lyons, B. F., B.S. M. E., 703. St. Louis, Mo., Laclede Gas Co. 
Mabbett, Walter F., B.S. C. E., °02, Chicago, [ll., Eng. Dept. C. M. & 

St. P. Ry. 
MacGregor, W. F., B. S. M. E., 97, Racine, Wis., Supt. J. I. Case T. M 

Co. 
*McKee, Louis A., B.S. E. E., ’02, Pittsburg, Pa., Gen’l Elec. Co. 

McEvoy, George E., B.S. M. E., 02,8. Milwaukee, Wis., Illinois Steel 

Co. 

*Maldaur, Arthur, B. S. C. E., ’96. 
Malec, Anton, B. S. M. E., 98, Chicago, Il., Western Elec. Co. 
Mathews, Oliver, ’76, P. O. Box 153 Colorado Springs, Col., Min. Engr. 

Maurer, Ed. R., B. 8. C. E., 90, Prof. of Mechanics, University of Wis- 

consin. 
Marvin, Arba B., B.S. E. E., 00, Washington, D. C., Patent office. 

Mason, C. T., B.S. M. E., ’99, 300 Mississippi Ave., Joliet, [ll., Mlinois 

Steel Co. 

Mayer, August, B.S. C. E., ’83, 810 Jordan St., Shreveport, La., Cotton 

Planter. 
McCollough, F. M., B.S. C. E., ’03, 620 Langdon St., Madison, Wis., Inst. 

in Topographic Engr. U. of Wis. 

McCulloch, A. L., B. 8. C. B., °95, died. 
MeArthur, A. R., B. S. M. E., 00, 1529, S. J. St., Elwood, Ind., American 

Tin Plate Co. 

*McDonald, Clinton, B.S. C. E., 97, Road master. 
McKim, Jas. A., B.S. C. ., 91, 2150 N. Meridan St., Indianapolis, Ind., 

V. P. and Gen. Mgr. Noelke-Richards [ron Works. 

MeNown, W. C., Buffalo, N. Y., Room 1, Erie Depot. 

Mead, Geo. A., B.S. E. E., 95, Mansfield, Ohio, Ohio Brass Works. 
*Mead, O. A., B. S.C. E., 92, Appleton, Wis., R. McMillan & Co. 

*Mellville, Jas., B. S.C. K., °75; C. E., °78, Delafield, Wis., Supt. Home 

and Farm School. 
Merrian, H.N., B.S. C. E., 98, Revelstoke, B. C., Canadian Pacific R’y. 

Merriman, W. N., ’81, 202 Wolvin Bldg., Duluth, Minn., Geologist for 

Oliver Iron Mining Co. and Minn. Iron Co. 

Merrick, E. G., B.S. E. K., 00, 46 KE. Housatonic St., Pittsfield, Mass., 

Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co. 

6—Eng.
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Meyers, Alvin V., B.S. E.1., 01, Provo, Utah, Telluride Power Trans- 
mission Co. 

Meyer, Ed. W., B.S. M. E., °95, 948 4th St., Milwaukee, Wis., Nordberg 
Mfg. Co. 

Minch, H. J., B. S, M. E., ’92,222 W. Gorham St , Madison, Wis. 

. Minch, Osear J., B.S. M. 1,, 93, Odessa, Wash., Mer. Odessa Milling 

Cs. 

Minch, Walter B., B. S. M. E., ’00, Chicago, Ill., Western Elec. Co. 

Monahan, J. J.. B.S. C. E., °95, Milwaukee, Wis., Filer & Stowell Co. 

Moore, Lewis K., B.S. M, E, 00, Instructor, University of Wisconsin. 

Moore, Sherman, B. S. C. E., 02, 4 Old Post Office, Bldg., Detroit, Mich., 
care of U.S. Lake Survey. 

Moroney, Jas., ’73, Dallas, Texas. 

Morrison, R. H., B.S. M. E., ’03, Sharon, Pa., Amer. Tin Plate Co. 

Morrow, Frank E°, B.S. C. E., ’92, North Milwaukee, Wis’, Draftsman 

Mil. Bridge & Iron Co. 

*Morrow, Homer, B.S. M. E., ’01. 

Mors, Geo. C., B.S. M. E., ’92, Box 965, Pittsburg, Pa., American Tin 
Plate Co., Carnegie Bldg. 

Mott, W. R., B.S. E. E., 03, Decorah, Lowa. 

Mueller, E. B., B.S. IE. E., °03, St. Louis, Mo., Laclede Gas Light Co. 

Munger, Ed. T., B.S. M. E., 92, Havana, Il. 

Munroe, Wm., Ph. B., C. E., ’73, Great Falls, Montana. 

*Murphy, M. N., B.S. E. E., ’01, New York, care of Geo. A. Fuller Co. 
Nee, T.G., B.S. EK. KE, ’99, 288 Ashland Boul., Chicago, IL, Chicago 

Telephone Co. 

*Nelson, C. L., B.S. C. E., °00, 127 Turk St., San Francisco, Cal. 

Nelson, F. W., B.S. M. EF, ’97, died at West Jordan, Utah, in August, 
1902. 

*Nethereut, KE. S., B.S. C. ., ’89, Chicago I1., Paige Iron Works. 

Newman, Fred. J., B.S. E. E., 98, Chicago, Ill., Woods Motor Vehic!e 
Co. 

Nicholas, A. A., B.S. I. E., ’01, Chicago, I1., Draftsman, Chicago Edi- 
son Co. 

Nommenson, R. A., B.S. C. ., 99, died July 12, 1902. 

Oschsner, R. J., B.S. E. E,, 94, Cleveland, Ohio, Brown Hoisting Co. 

Older, Clifford, B. 8. C. E., ’00, Slayton, Mo., Div. Engineer C. & A. Ry. 
*Olson, Arthur C., B. 8. C. ., 702, C., M. & St. P. Ry. 

Olson, L. W., B.S. I. E., 799, Mansfield, O., Olin Brass Co. 

Olson, M. C., B.S. E. 1., °99, Schenectady, N. Y., General Elec. Co. . 

Olson, Sidney, B. S. C. K,, 702, died, 1902. 

O'Neill, Wm. R., B.S. M. E., °87, R. F. D., No. 1, Boise, Idaho, foreman 

Barber Asphalt Co. Plant. 

Ostenfelt. C. L., B.S. C, i, '85,531 Unity Bldg., Chicago, TL, Engineer 

for Oscar Daniels Co. 

Owens, L., B.S. E. i., °97, 104 Flora Ave., Peoria, Ill., People’s Gas & 
Klee. Co. 

Paine, Jas. P., B.S. C. E., °77, 223 Pleasan St., Milwakee, Wis.
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Palmer, A. H., B.S. E. E., 96, died July, 1901. 

Palmer, R. B., B.S. E. E., ’01, 22 A, College Hill, Cannon St., London, 

Ing., care J. G. White Co., Limited. 

Parmon, A. L., B.S. C. E., 85; C. E., ’89, died Oct, 3, 1899, at Spokane, 

Wash. 

*Parmley, W. C., B.S. Met. E., °87; M. S., °93; 19 Burt 'St., Cleveland, 
Ohio. 

Parr, C. H., Charles City, Iowa, Hart, Parr & Co. 
Parsons, W. J., B.S. C. E., ’00, 539 Rosendale St., Pittsbrg, Pa., Am. 

Bridge Co. 

Pengra, Preston W., B.S. E. E., ’02, Chicago, Ill., Inspector, Chicago— 

Edison Co. 
Pennock, Wm. H., B.S. M. E., 83, 620 N. Y. Life Bldg., Omaha, Neb. 

Perkins, J. H., B. S. E. E., ’96, 670 Bryson St., Youngstown, Ohio 

Youngstown Elec. Co. 

*Perry, C. H., B.S. C. E., ’03. 
Phillips, J., B. S. C. E., ’87, died, 1893. 

*Phillips, N. F., B. S. C. E., °77, 3024 Holmes Ave., S. Minneapolis, 
Minn., Treasurer Twin City School Supplies. 

Plumb, H. T., B.S. E. E., 01, Lafayette, Ind., Purdue University. 

Polley, George A., B. S.C. E., 02, Winona, Minn., Eng. Dept. C. & N. 

W. Ry. 

*Pope, Geo. W., B.S. C. E., 98, N. Milwaukee, Wis., Wisconsin Bridge 

Co. 
*Potter, Wm. G., B. S.C. E., 90; C. E., ’94, 127 Hartford Bldg., Chicago, 

Tll., Alvord & Shields. 

Powell, A. O., B. S. C. E., ’80; C. E., ’90, St. Paul, Minn., P. O. Box, 

654, U. S. Engrs Office. 

Powell, E. H., B. S. M. E., 91, Care of I. C. S., Scranton, Pa. 
Powrie, Wm. R., B. S. M. E., 96, Waukesha, Wis., Powrie & Sons. 

Prael, Fred W., B.S. M. E., ’91, Lombard and Battery St., San Frau- 

cisco, Jal., American Can Co. 
Pugh, John, B. S., E. E., ’03, 836 Park Ave., Racine, Wis., J. I. Case Co. 

Purdy, C. T., B.S. C. E., ’85; C. E., ’86, 78 5th Ave., New York City, 

Private Practice. 
Quigley, A. J-, B.S. E. E., '03, 502 Summit Ave., Schenectady, N. Y., 

General Elec. Co. 

Quirk, Jos., B.S. C. ., 773, 1920 Vine Place, Minneapolis, Minn., Joseph 

Quirk Milling Co. 

Radke, Albert A., B. S. FE. E., °00, 1389 Adams St., Chicago, Tll., Chicago- 

edison Co. 

Ramien, C. H., B. S. M. E., 96, 560 4th St.. Milwaukee, Wis., Draftsman, 

Allis-Chalmers Co. 
Ransom, Geo. B., B.S. C. E., ’91, Portsmouth, N. H., Engr. U.S. N. 

Sta. 
Reedal, P. K., B. S. EB. E., 796, 687 Prospect Ave., Milwaukee, Wis., 

National Elec. Co. 
Reilly, H. W., B.S. BE. E., 97, Monroe, Mich., J. G. White & Co.
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Rendtortf, E. J., B.S. E. E., 95, Lake Forest, [l., Lake Forest Academy. 

Reuping, L. H., B. S. M. E., 03, Omaha, Neb., Omaha Gas Co. 

Reynolds, W. E., B. S. E. E., ’99, Room 42, 203 Washington St., Chicago, 
Ill., Chicago Telephone Co. 

Rhine, Chas. A., B.S. E. E., 00, 615 Clybourn St., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Richards, J. T., B.S. C. E., °95, 339 W. 40th St., New York City, Pres. 
J.T. Richards & Co. 

: *Richards, W. A., B.S. M. E., °99. 2 

Richards, W. J., B. S. i. E., ’93, 501A, Oakland Ave., Milwaukee, Wis, 

Richter, A W., B.S. M. E., ’89, M. E., ’91, Ass’t Prof. in Engineering, 
University of Wisconsin. 

*Robinson, Geo. P., B. S. E. E., 96, San Francisco, Cal., Pacifie States 

Tel. & Tel. Co. 

Rogers, Walter A., B.S. C. E., ’88; C. E., 97, 1205 Manhattan Bldg., 
Chicago, Il., Vice-Pres. Bates & Rogers Co. 

Rollman, A. C., B. S. E. E., 01, 1226 Grand Ave., Milwaukee, Wis., 

Arnold Magnetic Clutch Co: 

Rosenstengel, R., B.S. C. E., °94, 537 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis., Nat. 

Elee. Co. 

*Rosenstengel, Wm. R., B.S. M. E., ’87, 442 Northampton St., Buffalo, 
N. 'Y. 

Ross, H. H., B.S. E. E., 96, Cleveland, Ohio, Asst. Engr. L. S. & M.. 
S. Ry. 

Rote, A. F., ’82, Monroe, Wis., Lumber Merchant. 

Rowe, W. J., B.S. E. E , °03, Chicago, Il., Chi. Edison Co, 

Rowell, L. D., B.S. E. E., 01, Milwaukee,Wis., Arnold Magnetie Clutch 
Co. 

Ruka, Fred W., B.S. E. E., 96, Boscobel, Wis. 

Rumsey, 8. 8., B.S. C. E., °97, 610 Wolvin Bldg., Duluth, Minn., Asst. 

Mech. Enegr., Oliver Mining Co. 

Salsich, Le Roy, B. 8S. C. E., ’01, Hibbing, Minn., care of Minn. Iron Co. 

*Sanborn, J. N., B.S. M. E., ’81; C. i, ’84, Marshall, Tex., Master 

Mech. Texas So. Ry. 

Sanborn, Roy A., B.S. E. E., 01, Chicago, 011, Weston Bros.’ Consult- 

ing and Contracting Engineers. 

*Sands, KE. K., B.S. C. E.,’00.Eng. U.S. GS. 

Saunders, Albert B., B. S. M. E., ’02, Hinsdale, Ill., Western Electric 
Co., Chicago. 

Saunders, H. J., B.S. C. E., 03, 911 2nd Ave., Council Bluffs, Mo., Re- 
clamation Service U. S. G. S., N. Mex. 

Savage, J. L., B.S. C. E., °03, Asst. Engr. Reclamation Service, U. S. 
G. S. 

Sawyer, A. R., E. i., ’96, Lexington, Ky., Prof. of Elec. Eng. Kentucky 

State College. 

Schafer, Otto, B. 8. C. E., 98, Minneapolis, Minn., C., M. & St. P. R. R. 
Depot. 

Schapper, Kurt, B.S. M. E., 02, 164 N. State St., Chicago, Ill. 

Scheiber, A. V., B.S. E. E.,’99, 545 La Salle Ave., Chicago, Il]., Chicago. 
Telephone Co.
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Schildauer, Edw., B. 8. E. E.,’97, 76 Market St., Chicago, IIL, Chicago - 

Isdison Co. 

Schmidt, ©. J., B. S. E. E., °97, 1450 Monadnock Blk., Chicago, Il. 

Schmidt, F. E., B. S. C. E., ’00, 220 Broadway, New York City, Engineer- 

ing News. 

Schroeder, F. A., B. S. E. E., 99, Johnstown, Pa. 

Schuchardt, R. F., B.S. E. E., 97, 139 Adams St., Chicago, Chicago- 

Idison Co. 

| *Sehulz, A. G., B.S. C. E., °75, Porterville, Cal. 

Schuster, J. W., B. S. E. E.,’99, University of Wisconsin, Asst. Prof. 

Klec. ng. 

Schumann, Theo., B. S. E. E., °95, died March 26, 1896. 

Schneider, H. C., B.S.1M. E., ’98, Evansville, Wis., Supt. Baker Mfg. Co. 

Schroeder, John T., B. 8. C. E., 02, Oliver Springs, Tenn., Asst. Res. 

Engr. 

Schroeder, F. A., Johnstown, Pa., Cambria Steel Co. 

Scott, A. C., Austin, Texas, Prof. Elec. Engr. U. of Texas. 

Scott, Geo. A., B.S. KE. E., 02, Butte, Mont., Mo. River Power Co. 

Scott, H. H., B.S. K. E., °96, San Antonio, Texas. 

Seaman, Harold, B.S. E. K., 700, Philadelphia, Pa., Klee. Storage Bat- 

tery Co. 

Seaman, Irving, B.S. KE. K., 03, Philadelphia, Pa., Klee. Storage Bat- 

tery Co. 

*Severson, Harry, B. §. C. E., 01, Rockford, OL, Barber & Coleman. 

Seymour, M. F., B.S. KE. E., "98, 44 Broad St., New York City, General 

Elec. Co. 

Sheldon, S. R., B.S. KE. E., °94, Moscow, Idaho. 

Shelton, A. W., B.S. C. E., °83; LL. B., °85, Rhinelander, Wis. 

Short, F. J., B.S. M. E., °97, Aspinwall, Pa., McClintock Marshall Con- 

str. Co., Rankin, Pa. 

Short, Jas. M., B.S. ©. E., ’89, 1251 Madison Ave., Indianapolis, Ind., 

Eng. Noelke-Richards Iron Wks. 

Silber, Fred D., B.S. E. E., 94, Atwood Bdlg., Chicago, Il., Lawyer. 

Smith, Allard, B.S. E. E., 98, 203 Washington St., Chicago, Ill., Chi- 

cago Telephone Co. 

Smith, Alson I., B.S. E. E., 93, Wauwatosa, Wis., Smith Bros. 

*Smith, F. H., B.S. C. E., 91, 117 Hinsdel PL. Elgin, M1. 

Smith, Harry A., B.S. E. E., °98, Hoboken, N. J., Chief Engr. Office D. 

L. & W. R. R. 

Smith, H. B., B.S. Met. E., ’85, Colton, Cal., First Nat. Bank. 

Smith, James E., B.S. C. E., 02, Knoxville, Tenn. 

Smith, James Elmo, B.S. C. Ei’, 03, St. Louis, Mo., Res. Engr, AB 

Short Line. 

Smith, L. S., B.S. C. E., 90; C. E., 795, University of Wisconsin, Prof. 

in Engineering. 

Smith, P. S., B.S. E. E., 98, 421 W. Monroe St., Chicago, Ill., Kellogg 

Switch Board & Supply Co. 

Smith, Robert T., Jr., B.S. C. E., 702, 324 Roland Ave., Roland Park, 

Baltimore, Md.
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Smith, S. T., B.S. C. ., 00, 1472 Camp St., New Orleans, La. 
Spalding, Wm., B. 8. i. E., 03, 430 W. Gorham St., Madison, Wis. 
Spence, Harry, B.S. E. K., 798, 1353 Kane St., La Crosse, Wis., Princi- 

pal 5th Dist. School. 
Spencer, R. C., Jr., B.S. M. 1., °86, Steinway Hall, Chicago, Tll., Archi- 

tect. 

Spindler, Max H., B.S. C. i, 98, 49 Breck Ave., Cleveland, O., with 
Osborn Eng. Co 

Stanchfield, Bartley, B. S. M. ., 94, Detroit, Mich., Oldsmobile Co. 
Stanchfield, Geo. H., B.S. C. E., 92, Watertown, Wis. 
Starks, Sandford P., B. 8. M. E., ’02, Ithaca, N. Y., Grad. Stu. Cornell 

Univ. 

Stevens, Chester H., B.S. C. K., 02, St. Louis, Mo., Engr. Dept. Chi. & 
Alton Ry. 

Stevens, H.S., B.S. C. Ie., 03, Philippine Islands, U. S. Engr. 
Stevens, John, Jr., B.S. M. E., ’89, 842 College Ave., Appleton, Wis. 
*Stewart, R. W., B.S. C. E., °99, Chicago, Tl., C. & A. R. R. 
Stieler, Frederic C., B. S. E. K., 02, 451 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis., 

T. M. E.R. & L. Co. 

Stockman, Louis R., B.S. C. E.,’02, 263 Dearborn St., Chicago, IIl., Asst. 
Engr. Irrig. Work, U.S. G. S. 

Stone, Melvin B., B.S. C. E,, 00, 200 Commercial’ Bldg., Minneapolis, 
Minn., A. Y. Bayne & Co. 

*Sturtevant, H. B., B.S. C. E., °80; C. E., °88, Duluth, Minn., Mgr. Mines 
for Rogers Brown & Co. 

Sunderland, [ra C., B. S.C. E., 02, 33 Campau Bldg., Detroit, Mich., 
care of U. S. Lake Survey. 

Swatty, David Y., B.S. C. B., 98, Union Station,'Pittsburg, Pa., Penn. 
Lines Engineering Dept. 

Swenson, Magnus, B. S. Met. E., ’80; M. S., ’83, Madison, Wis. 
Swenson, Bernard V., H. E., 01, University of Wisconssn, Prof. of Elec. 

Kne. 

Sweet, John F.. B.S. M. K., 93, 285 Farwell Ave., Milwaukee, Wis., 
Browning Mfg. Co. 

*Swinborne, lb. D., B. S. M. E., '88, 1116 Lake Street, Chicago, M1., 
G. A. Harter & Co. 

*Taylor. J. C.. B.S. f. E., 01, Sullivan Machine Co. 
Tehr, Herman, ’84, 14 Grand Ave., Milwaukee, Wis., Lawyer. 
Terven, Lewis A., B.S. EH. K., 02, Pittsburg, Pa., Nernst Lamp. Co. 
Tessier, L. L., B.S. M. E., 93, De Pere, Wis., De Pere Elec. Light & 

Power Co. 
Thompson, Jas. R.. B.S. Met. E., 87; B. S. '88; M. S., '92, Ironwood! 

Mich., Gen. Mgr. New Port Mining Co. 
Thorkelson, H. J. B., BLS. M E., ’98, 915 University Ave., Madison, 

Wis., M. E. Instructor in Steam Eng., U. W. - 
Thorkelson, Wm. L., B. S..M. E., 702, 1812 Washington Ave., Racine 

Junction, Wis. 

Thorp, Geo. G., B.S. M. E., 91, Clairton, Pa., Gen’l Supt. Clairton Steel 
Co.
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*Thygeson, N. M., B.S. Met. E. ’85; LIL. B. °87. St. Paul, Minn., Attor- 

ney. 

*Thuringer, Chas., B. S. C. E., 93, Milwaukee, Wis., U. S. Engineer’s 

Oftice. 

Tibbitts, H. L., B. 8. C. E.,'94 814 Wells Bldg. Milwaukee, Wis., See. 

of Tibbitts-Cameron Lumber Co. 

Townsend, H. L., B. S. E. E ,'01, Hampton, lowa, Cen. Towa Tel. Co. 

Trautman, G. H., B.S. M. E., 96, 2667 N. Hermitage Ave., Ravenswood, 

Chicago, H1., Asst. Supt. Inspection Internat. Harv. Co 

Trippe, H. M., B.S. C. E., ’98, Room 3, Marine B'dg., Chicago, Ml., 

Asst. General Bridge Inspr. C. & N. W. Ry. 

*Tpowbridge, J, B., B.S. C. E., "76; M. D. Rush, '82, Hayward, Wis. 

True, E. B., B.S. BE. E., 96, 1109 Cass St., Joliet, Il. 

*Turner, Jos. M., B.S. C. K., '77, 99 Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill., Pres. 

and Gen. Mgr., Wis. Outing Club. 

Uehling, 0. C., B.S. C. E., 90, 330 Grove St., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Updegraff, Milton, B. S., B M. E., ’84; M.S. ’86, Washington, D. C., 

Naval Observatory. 

Van Hise, C. R., B. M. E., B.S. ’80; M.S., ’82; Ph. D., 792, Madison, 

Wis., Pres. of University of Wis. 

Van Ness, L. G., B.S. E. E., ’96, Lincoln, Neb., Lincoln Gas & Elec. Co. 

Van Ornum, J. L., B.S. C. E., ’88: C. E., 91, St. Louis, Mo., Prof. of 

Engineering, Washington University. 

Vaughn, F. A., B.S. E. E., 95, Milwaukee, Wis., T., M., E.R. & L. Co. 

Vea, F. J., B.S. M. E., 01, Stoughton, Wis., Supt. of Stoughton Wagon 

Works. 

% Viebahn, G. O., B. S. C. E., '93, died Feb. 2, 1897, Watertown, Wis. 

Wade, C. G., B. S. C. E., 84, 346 Ist Ave., Wauwatosa, Wis. 

Waldo, Geo. E., B.S. M. E., '85; LL. B., '88, 1234 Monadnock Bldg., 

. Chicago, Ill. 

Waldo, M. A., B. S. M. E., ’84, 226 3rd Ave,, Leavenworth, Kan., Mo. 

Valley Bridge & Iron Works. 

Wales, C. M., B.S. M.E., '85, 11 Broadway. New York City, Cleveland 

Forge & [ron Works. 

Warden, E. P., B.S. M. E., °92.359 Kane Place, Milwaukee, Wis., Pres- 

cott Steam Pump Co. 

*Warner, H. R., B.S. M. E., 98. 

Warner, F. D., B.S. M. B., 796, 354 32nd St. North, Portland, Ore., 

Dealer in Real Estate. 

Warner, M. F., B.S. E. K., 95, 10) Williams St., New York City, H. W. 

Johns Manville Co. . 

Washburn, F. K., B. S. C. E.. 01, 1742 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago, Il. 

*Wassmansdorf, O. F., B.S. C. E.. “00. 

Wasweyler, H. W., B.S. M. E., ’85, 251 Lapham St., Milwaukee, Wis. , 

Milwaukee Brass Mfg. Co. 

*Watson, C. H., B.S. M. E., ’01. 

. Watson, James W., B.S. E. E., 02, 620 Langdon St., Madison, Wis., Asst. 

Instructor E. E. in U. W. 

Webb, H.S., E. E., ’98, Orino, Maine, Prof. Elec. Inng., University of 

Maine.
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Weber, F. C., B.S. E. E., 703, 516 Smith St., Schenectady, N. Y., Gen. . 
Klect. Co. 

Wedemeyer, A. A., B.S. M. E., 03, Chicago, Il, Page Iron Works. 
Weed, L. B., B. 8. C. E., °00, Bisbee, Arizona. 
West, A. J., B.S. M. E., ’87, Milwaukee, Wis., Allis-Chalmers Co. 
Wheelan, Jas., B. 8. C. E., °77, Hartford, Wis., Jun. Engr. River & Har- 

bor Inprovements, Milwaukee District. 
*White, C. M. 

White, F. B., B.S. M. E., ’86, died June 27, 1886, Madison, Wis., 
Whittemore, H., B. 8. M. E., 03, Clairmont, N. H., Asst. Supt. Sullivan 

Machine Co. 
*Whomes, H. R., B.S. M. E., 00, M. P, Depot, 41 Hamlin Ave., Chicago, 

N1.,C. & N.W.R.R. 
*Wiley, R. R., E. E., °99. 
Williams, C. H., B.S. M. E., °96, Madison, Wis., Gen. Supt. Madison Gas 

& Klectric Co. 
Williams, Lynn A., B.S. M. E., °00, 1450 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago, I1l., 

Patent Attorney. 
Williams, Wm. H., B. i. E., °96, 917 W. Green Street, Urbana, IIL, 

Asst. Prof. Elec. Engr. Univ. of Il. 
*Williams, L. D., B.S. C. ., ’01. 

Williamson, E, L., B.S. C. E., °00, Davenport, Ia., Asst. Ingr. C. R. I. 
& P, 

Willson, I. G., B.S. E. E., 103, Asst. U. of TL, Urbana, Tl. 
*Willson, E. F., B.S. M. E., ’84, Suite 45, 161 E. Randolph St., Chicago, 

ql. 

Wilson, John, B.S. C. E., 703,410 N. 4th St., Springfield. Tl. 
*Whipller, R. E., B.S. C. E., 00, Kelleyton, Ala., U. 8. Geol. Survey. 
Wise, P. L., B.S. C, E., 88, 434 Shawanee, Ave., Topeka, Kan., Oh. Engr. 

Topeka Ry. Co. 

Wolter, B. C., B.S. C.E., ‘75, Appleton, Wis. 
Wood, H. H., B.S. M. E., *01, Stoughton, Wis., Stoughton Wagon Works. 
*Wood, W. W., B.S. C. E., '76, Rushville, Neb. 
Woodward, Wm. L., B.S. M. E., 94, 420 Main St., La Crosse, Wis. 
Worden, B. L., B.S. C. E., °93, Milwaukee, Wis., Wisconsin Bridge & 

Tron Co. 
Woy, F. P., B. 8. E. E., 03, 43 Exchange Place, N. Y., J. G. White & Co. 
Wray, Jas. G., B.S. E. E., 93, 203 Washington, St., Chicago, IL, Chi- 

cago Telephone Co. 
Young. Henry W., B. S. E. E., 02, Chicago, Ill., Western Elec. Co. 
Young, Jas. R., B.S. M. E., 93, died July 6, 1895. 
Zabel, M. B., B. 8. E. E.,’98, 78 5th Ave., Chicago, Il. 
Zimmerman, ©. I., B, 8. E. E., 703, 311 Swissvale St., Wilkinsburg Sta., 

Pittsburg, Pa., Westinghouse Elect. Co. 
Zimmerman, O. B., B.S. M. E., 96; M. E., ’00, Asst. Prof. of Mach. Des. 

U. of W. 
Zinn, W. A., B.S. M. E., 98, 2908 Highland Blvd., Milwaukee, Wis., 

Nl. Steel Co. 
weitusch, E. O., B. S. M. E., ’86; M. E. 88, Engelufer 1, Berlin, S. oO., 

Germany.
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The Chicago & North-Western Railway is the only | ER 

double-track railway between Chicago and the Missouri River feat 

@ at Council Bluffs. = 

Three fast trains each way daily between Chicago and San Fran- 

cisco, and two per day between Chicago and Portland, provide for 

passenger traffic between the East and the Pacific Coast over this trans- 

continental highway. These through trains are operated on fast and 

convenient schedules. They are drawn by powerful locomotives and 

carry an equipment of Sleeping Cars, Reclining Chair Cars, Observation, 

Dining, Parlor, Library and Buffet Cars of the most approved type. 

The perfectly ballasted roadbed of heavy steel is maintained in the 

highest state of efficiency, equipped with automatic block signals, inter- 

locking switches at railway crossings, and all devices for the safety and 

comfort of passengers known to modern railway management. 

The 9,030 miles of railway embraced in the North-Western System 

penetrate to every point of importance in Wisconsin, lowa, Nebraska, 

Northern Illinois, Northern Michigan, Southern Minnesota and South 

Dakota, with eastern terminals at Chicago, Peoria and Milwaukee. 

_The Overland Limited, daily between Chicago and San Francisco, via the 

Chicago & North-Western, Union Pacific and Southern Pacific railways, is the 

most luxurious train in the world. It possesses the most complete arrange: 

ments for the comfort of passengers and is operated on fast and convenient 

schedules—less than three days en route between Chicago and the Coast. 

W. B. KNISKERN, PASSENGER TRAFFIC MANAGER, C. A. CAIRNS, GEN’L PASS'R & TKT. AGENT 

CHICAGO, ILL. 

Please mention the Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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| WHY BE ANNOYED BY 

UncomfortableTemperatures 
In your Home, Office, Schools, 

| Hospitals, or in fact any build- 
| ing when the installation of..... 

STURTEVANT| ff J h Syst | {JONSON SYStem 
EEE 

FORGES of Temperature Regulation ideale miaae area 

ee Se Will Positively Remedy 
| the Trouble. 

| Such device will give you com- 
fort, health, convenience and 

(i ~ | saving in fuel. Over a million 
ae i> | people are benefited daily by a | the Johnson Thermostats. 

eran | If interested write to 
aoa : EW) | Johnson Service Co., A G Ky MILWAUKEE, WIS. SONI | __ AWA Wie 

3 | of’ ie 

z Sale > 35 Styles and Sizes ae 
Perfect Workmanship Cae 
Substantial Designs Gti, 

5 pea ESTABLISHED 1820 CONC Be CTO TT LENES 
“NI MANUFACTURERS 

oO B.F. STURTEVANT CO. 
LTTE ere CNCINEERING: - -MINING 

Peat a ECO TES CL ICL) AND: . ‘SVRVEYING 

Be 

INSTRVMENTS 
48-NORTH-7™ ST 

| PHILADELPHIA: = -V-S-A 

Please mention the Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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Frick Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Successor to 

AMERICAN TIN PLATE CO. AND AMERICAN SHEET STEEL CO. 

Manufacturers of all the various kinds of 

IRON AND STEEL SHEETS AND TIN AND TERNE PLATES 

With which its predecessors have supplied the trade heretofor 

, The Lubricating Oils 

Samuel Harris é Co, Peete et Wisconsin 
MACHINISTS’ AND are bhe Exclusive Product 

MANUFACTURERS’ | . _ . 

Tools and Supplies | Viscosity Oil Co. 
1522 Manhatten Bldg. 

— . | Branches— Chicago, HI. Branches - 

23 AND 25 S. CLINTON ST. | si Pa Ln Indianapolis 
CHICAGO Grand Rapids Harrison $36 Bostou 
Please mention the Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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We Have Everything to Supply the 

9 Draughtman’s Needs 

DRAWING PAPERS, 

TRACING CLOTHS, 

TRACING PAPERS, 

BLUE PRINT PAPER, 

PROFILE PAPER, ETC, 

STEEL TAPES, 

CALCULATING RULES, 

PARALLEL RULES, 

PANTAGRAPHS, ETC, 

Agents for the Two Best Instrument Makers in the Country: 

Eugene Dietzgen G Co. 

Keuffel G Esser Co. 
OF NEW YORK. 

A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF INSTRUMENTS ALWAYS IN STOCK. 

We give Special Attention to Mail Orders. 
Give us a Trial Order. 

University Co-operative Co. 
504-506 STATE ST. 

MADISON, WISCONSIN. 
Please mention the Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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No Delay--Your Orders Filled, “P d Correct” 0 Delay-Your Orders Filled, “Prompt and Correct 
Emery, Corundum and Alundum Wheels 

Grinding Machinery 

~ a 
NORTON EMERY WHEEL CO,, - - CHICAGO 

Write for our 168 page Catalogue 

Cc. L. BERGER G&G SONS 
Sucessors to BUFF & BERGER 

Improved Engineering G Surveying Instruments 
37 William Street, Boston, Mass. 

= They secure in 

Fe Sreesace Nl Ge ES 3] 21] Br ese) veneer their instruments — 
STIRVEVING “ENGINEERING INSTRUMENTS | Accuracy of division; 

: SU CS SS lcs Simplicity in man ipu- 
(<== a lation; Lightness com- 
nit h i EL, H Hee bined with strength; 

CSS ae Eo Ball NE Achromatic telescope, 
an ak TG hele oy Aer Ma te cl & with high power; 

Rae LORS: sees Bee | a Nal ceva i Steadiness of Adjust- 

a Sy =r ee aed i fe pee he | AVS a et | | temperatures; Stiffness 

fil ctl Fert Wh AN ae Bt arte Er) 3) — to avoid any tremor, Pew Sa ee k ! n 
————— even in aw strong wind, 

and thorough workmanship in every part. 
Their instruments are in general use by the U. S. Government Engineers, Geol- 

ogists, and Surveyors, and the range of instruments, as made by them for River, 

Harbor, City, Bridge, Tunnel, Railroad and Mining Engineering, as well as those 

made for Triangulation or Topographical Work and Land Surveying, etc., is larger 

than that of any other firm in the country. 
Illustrated Manual and Catalogue Sent on Application. 

| - 
| 4 

WANTED Young experimenters | : i 
to buy our-books and 

electrical novelties. Books on elec- | promptly obtamed OR NO FEE.  Trade-Marks, 

tricity 10 cents each. How to make a | rete elie comun Reet rep 

dynamo, a storage battery, a tele- Send model, sketch or photo. for free report 
graph instrument, a motor, ete, Dyn- on patentability. All business confidential. 
amo castings 4 to 1 H. P. for sale. HAND-BOOK FREE, Explainseverything. Tells 
Send for catalogue. Box P. Bubier a to Obtain and Rell Patents, What Raven Heat 

for cata >. Box J i . ner, explains 
Publishing Co., Lynn, Mass. mechanical Mea vontente rs contains 300 other 

subjects of importance to inventors. Address, 

Patent 
| H. B. WILLSON & C0. Attorneys J 

| 760 F Street North, WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Please mention the Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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THE sue | siccest Writing School | 
| IN THE WORLD. | 

Bixler’s Physical Training in Penmanship was _ | 
the great event in writing 20 years ago; it is the 
reat event to-day. Tested by tens of thousands S CO as for 27 years, and now stands supreme in its | 
practicability ‘and effectiveness. No competi- | 
tors; it stands alone, and this course is managed e 
by the originator and author. It imparts ease, 9 rapidity and all-round skill in the dexterity of qa 1eVr §$ 
the pen for longhand or shorthand. It is adapted | 
for people who think and work, people of com- 
mon sense; dignity, and energy. It trains the | 
muscles, giving a ‘complete command of the | pen, and does it in about 100 hours’ practice | has been a by-word From “Bisler's Physieal Training 4a Penman- | . . . ship,” the most logical book on the subject of in Engineering 
mind and muscle power in rapid writing. | The | 
price is $1.60 pp. fully illustrated, postpaid, an . 
worth a hundred times the price to those who | Literature. 
think, and worth nothing to lazy people, | 

Get the book and ithe epoch of your life wil be | 
athand. It cures for all time poor writing, an « > = itdoes it in 10)doses. Affords a mild physical | Cassier Ss Magazine 
culture, conducive to good, health; makes short: | 
hand a’ pleasure, and bookkeeping a “joy for- ever.” The sanie course at Hisier’s Business | COStS $3.00 per year. College costs $25, the most practical school in the 
land; 10,000 sq. ft. of floorage; organized, 1886. 
‘Those having tailed heretofore, are invited to try 
this one and only system, having reached popu- = 
larity far beyond the ordinary penmanship field. 
Ke reaches all classes, office clerks, stenograph- 
ers, teachers, business people—everybody, and ; # 1 bevehts aly “Why are you poor writer!" You The Cassier Magazine Co., were not taught right; teachers and publishers . baflled you with beautiful copper plate engravings 3 West 29th Street, New York City. and punished you with slow laborious, unhealthy 
drawing. Bah! Such trainiag has but one effect 
—failure. ‘Testimonials in 10,000ds._ Address 
Prof. G. Bixler, Madison & Ogden, Chicago. | 

stant MI A N D E Distance 

Telephone Engraving Company 
Main Engravers and we aad the Northwest 

: n Quality and Service. Designers for nie o 
We invite comparison; be sure and 

all Purposes WRITE US. 

Cawker Bidg., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Please mention the Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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OLSON & VEERHUSEN 

— tre | BIG |S 

Clothiers, Hatters, Furnishers and Tailors 

We specially cater to the U. W. patronage. 

| A, Haswell & Co, E. R. CURTISS, 
| | Photographer 

eaGood Furniture 
| MADISON, WIS. 

26 and 28 North Carroll Street | Vilas Block Elevator 

“‘NoT How CHEAP, BUT How Goop”’ 

Cet aS 
YSEEIOIN: tA Neen UW Zan 

AM 
a SISSANS / 

NO/SONSY 

Why not pay a reasonable price and 
get the best of printing? We can 

give you just what you want in 

Programs, Invitations, Cards, 

Menus, etc., at moderate prices. 

Please mention the Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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é E é 

THE ENGINEERING MAGAZINE publishes the best ; 

original articles by the highest authorities on all phases 

of current engineering progress. 

Additional and exclusive features are: a Review 

and Topical Index to the current contents of nearly 

two hundred engineering and industrial journals; Cur- 

rent Record of New Technical Books; Industrial News; 

latest Improved Machinery and new Trade Literature 

Every number is a valuable reference book for 

every engineer or student of engineering. ; 

Ask for sample copy and descriptive circular, 

THE ENGINEERING MAGAZINE ; 
120-122 Liberty St., New York ; 

CRVVSTVVVSVVSVSSVSVSSTVSESSDUSSSSEVSSSSSSEVTATTS 
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THE GOULD COMPANY, — 
22 and 24 N. Canal St., Spring Models, 1904 

— Stein-Bloch 
Manufacturers of | Smart Clothes 

° . 
Triplex and Centrifugal | are placed on sale during 

Power Pumps | month of February os: 

, | . 
Iron Pumps for everyj{ | Very Nobby Effects in 

service, Well Points and] | : Low Shoes 
Well Supplies. | 

=== | STACY ADAMS 
Wood Pumps, Pipe, Fittings. Brass goods} | 

Hose, Belting, Packing and Mil’ Supplies. | RALSTON HEALTH 
i 
| are now shown in our 

| shoe department 2: 

, es ————— 

Leather and Belting 

: _ c 32-409 @ on 

otror.scumipt  |{- \WkAPHin | 
138 W. Water St., MILWAUKEE, WIS. | ee HIGH POWER SMOKELESS fii a 

| Ae aM — r= | 7) FOR BIG GAME| | 
50 YEARS’ M with “Special Smokeless Steel” Pe 

EXPERIENCE =| il Eger amet eects | | 
re = . | ) AUN calibre; makes a big hole and | 7AVv 

y SEND Lh SAR LY, ae 0 Woes deep) used astraight taper is] a 

aE I a j] inthe chamber; ean be used || £3 

TENTS. Fede shone cicles | Rh 
eZ. 2 Beaton | - HY | toads with best results. bay 

: ages CES “tigi | Send g stamps for our r20-page, ee BE 

ee TRape Marks | Wied oaccence No.2" Saete real 
eee S DESIGNS jac] MARLIN FIREARMS Co. |\\) Ry 

CopyricHts &c. Ay 0 =i] NEW HAVEN, CT. ye is| “4 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may Aye mm, | pe 
aa ore sercaite Gur opinion free whether an tO] DE eee 7 
invention is probably patentable. Communica- Pay Os a ee ae Sg 4 

tions strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents OO seg EEA Nn NST 
sent free. Gidest agency for securing patents, | jo AWE Sie pe Ne yee 
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive ae yp Vinh Be ieee” Foe 

special notice, without charge, in the kee as ey be 

Scientific Fimerican lea oe 
; . = ey es | 

Aare or any selontise Teena eine sa 1 ager = oe 
year: four months, $1. Sold by ali newsdealers. | ee ae ag 
MUNN & Co,26t8roadway, New York ‘gee ie ee aay 

Branch Office, 625 F St. Washington, D. C. —" e ss aca 
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FS 

| National 
| 
| DIRECT AND ALTERNATING CURRENT 

Generators 
| 

| BUILT IN CAPACITIES | BELTED OR 

UP TO 1500 K. Ww. | ENGINE TYPE 

| Vi as * 
| Vif aS 

| nt en a 
| ee, Se bs 

==—4), a oe | e 
| | ________ 7} fi eS q | 

jc ; 1 

} See ay wae 5 ile ea, 

os a ce a 4 
Re oy ait I Hees aes, 

— te Sn ~ es ° i ee Se por ; oo 

| 63) i P ; 
Soke ‘ ug 4 

| ke. ss ae _ ? & i Me oY 

OUR APPARATUS REPRESENTS THE ; 
LATEST DEVELOPMENT | 

IN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION | 

| . . 
National Electric Company | 

| Chicago: Old Colony Building . Seattle and San Francisco 
| Pittsburg: Gellatly & Co Milwaukee Kilbourne & Clark Co. 

Please mention the Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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TColondG. | 

ALLLOT Id: | oe 

Are interesting states to, visit at any as 

OR ee season of the year. Colorado is not : ; 

: ; only a summer resort, nor California } , 

Se) merely a winter resort. ‘Thro! train "i 

: service daily from Chicago via the 

| Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul 

a Railway <a 
\ } : i I 3 : wks \ 3 ‘ : 

Three trains a day to San Francisco | 

aoe ‘and one to Denver. A handsome book : 

: of fifty-six pages descriptive of these, ° Mis ; 

; “states, and the new service there sent 

; to aby address) for six cents postage, } 

| FA MILLER, | oe : 
} i General Passénger Agent. Chicago 

‘ My Please mention the Wisconsin Engineer when you write, : ;
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Cochrane Fleaters | 
The argument in favor of.a Cochrane “Feed Water ‘Heater, i , f which is of the ‘open’? or direct contact type, as opposed y to any closed or pressure heater, is conclusive. ‘The Coch= ‘ 3 ! rane Open Heater has many decided advantages which a’. Fe closed heater does not—and'cannot—possess,, And'there ae ie ate no disadvantages in the-Cochrane Open Heater to off Ramee hc a Ms ‘set its advantages, 3 Sere ian ‘ a 

: The Cochrane Heater saves and utilizes ALL of the heat contained a Se 
a in the exhaust condensed in heating ‘the ‘feed water. The Cochrane, a ; 

Heater purifies the feed supply by saving and utilizing the pure conden- Me 
, : sation of the exhaust, the live steam drips (through traps) and the returns 4 TERS 

from heating and drying’ systems. ‘The Cochrane Heater also i 
S ae Mets purities the feed water by driving off the gases which hold the 

ae i ne Mf carbonates of lime and magnesia in solution, by providing trays iy za ity fig} 2nd filter beds for catohing and holding back the precipitatea 
a i, i pe f carbonates and the mud and other solid impurities, and by pro. a t ; 

| a 4 ea) viding means for flushing off the lighter impurities which rise f° 
et [fy Hie to the top of the water in the settling chamber. The Cochrane 
ee i i f) Heater always gives the maximum temperature obtainable @ 

aI | H _ from the exhaust—not deteriorating in its heating capacity: fy 
i ¢ 7 \ hou } when fouled up by the impurities taken out ofthe water, None B 

| tapi? | of these advantages ave found in a closed heater, : Ee Be : 
But this is only part/of the:stony--and not ALL of the im- he 

portant part, either. For the full comparison between Coch: ee 
rane! Heaters and closed heaters, read our Catalogue 44-H, iF 

/@> © which is freely sent on request. a OG Ne 
Cochrane: Heaters are thoroughly ‘well’ made—best materials and | a 

workmanship and first-class fittings being used, Anda full, clear, com: Y : 
plete guarantee goes with each Heater. — oS Ri iaecer Wy t i fF 

UR SRE Si on ee i 

HARRISON SAFETY BOILER WORKS. FO 
: 3170 N. 17th St., Philadelphia, Pala) 4 

Manufacturers of Cochrane Feed Water Heaters, Cochrane Steam f : 
( and Oil Separators, and the Sorge-Cochrane Systems. 

ry } te Hs . i a ‘i x ‘ 2 f ae iy ¥ i a 

; ) ey a is ; : 

& 
: x i ” x ph Si ea ‘
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